LUXURY YACHT CRUISES
2023
Beratung & Buchung durch Experten: Cruise
Lounge
Seefeldstr. 128 - 8008 Zürich
044 260 22 88 - info@cruiselounge.ch

The Adriatic Coast • The Red Sea • The Mediterranean • The Black Sea

Welcome
We’re bringing Emerald Cruises’
award-winning reputation and
service to the world’s seas and
coastlines on board Emerald
Azzurra.
Our brand-new luxury yacht has
been custom-designed to allow
unique access to the fascinating
ports and harbours only small
yachts can reach. We’ll venture
off the beaten track, gifting you
the freedom to explore
uncharted territory.

Portofino, Italy
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Introducing Emerald Azzurra
The Sky Bar
Head to the Sky Bar on the Sky Deck
to relax in the Spa Pool as you enjoy
the glorious Mediterranean sun,
delicious drink in hand.

The Pool & Café
At the aft of the yacht on the Pool Deck, take a
leisurely dip in between light refreshments, with
expansive views of the unfolding panoramas.

The Terrace
Situated at the back of the
Reflections Restaurant, our large
outdoor terrace is the perfect spot
for unwinding with company.

Zodiac/
Marina Toys

Marina Platform
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With opportunities for
swim stops available
during your cruise, getting
in and out of the water
couldn't be easier.

Venture out on an
orientation trip
using our on board
Zodiacs or take our
marina toys out on
the water, including
snorkelling
equipment, a
trampoline and
paddleboards.

Observation Deck
Take a prime position as we sail in
and out of beautiful ports. Don't forget
your camera, as wonderful views
continue to present themselves.

Observation Lounge
Enjoy unrivalled sea views in
comfort, looking out for marine life
and approaching land. Or, simply
relax with a good book.

Horizon Bar & Lounge
Meet new-found friends for great
conversation in stylish surrounds,
as our bar staff serve you your
favourite drinks.

Reflections Restaurant
Fine dining from an á la carte menu,
as well as a breakfast and lunch in a
stylish setting, with tables designed
for couples and groups.

Wellness Area
Treat yourself to a spa treatment^,
book a hair appointment^, relax in
the sauna or work out in our
well-equipped gym.
^Available at additional cost.
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5-star luxury on the ocean
Reaching an impressive 110 metres
in length, our spectacular new
superyacht will exceed your yacht
cruising expectations. An abundance
of space on board, combined with a
guest number of 100 and a crew of
64, allows us to provide an excellent
level of personal service throughout
your trip.
Discover a secluded spot to read
a book, enjoy unimpeded views
of the unspoilt landscapes, take
a relaxing dip in the infinity-style
pool, or arrange to meet new-found
friends at one of our comfortable
meeting spots.
Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for
completion in December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On
board facilities and sizes are correct at the time of brochure production
(March 2021) but are subject to change until December 2021.

Infinity-style pool
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5-STAR LUXURY ON THE OCEAN

Dine
Fine à la carte dining and sumptuous breakfast
and lunch in the serene setting of our spacious
Reflections Restaurant take inspiration from
the path you’re navigating. The restaurant
offers more room than the average and you
can expect fresh, locally sourced dinners,
thoughtfully crafted by our expert chefs, with
complimentary sommelier-paired wine, beer or
soft drinks with lunch and dinner.
Adjoining the Reflections Restaurant, our
spacious terrace is a beautiful spot for an
al fresco breakfast or lunch, as well as a
delightful vantage point from which to enjoy the
ocean breeze with an after-dinner drink. Then,
head to the plush, relaxed Horizon Bar & Lounge
for a nightcap.

Unwind
Unwind completely in our on board Wellness
Centre and enjoy a selection of indulgent spa
treatments^ including massages, facials and a
hair salon.

Reflections Restaurant

We’ve introduced a well-equipped gym
featuring the very latest equipment, including a
Technogym Unica multi-gym, two Technogym
Skillrun running machines, a Concept 2 rowing
machine and a Nohrd Wall stretching unit, as
well as a fitness guide who will hold a variety of
exercise classes.
What better way to spend a beautiful day on
the water than on the Sky Deck at the top of
the yacht? A spectacular destination by day and
night, cool off in the Spa Pool and, on selected
evenings, we’ll host cocktail events and
dance nights.
^Available at additional cost.

Horizon Bar & Lounge
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Well-equipped gym

5-STAR LUXURY ON THE OCEAN

Emerald Azzurra’s marina toys
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The Emerald Cruises team are working
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closely with Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA) and government health agencies
to implement a full range of measures for the health
and safety of our valued guests and crew. We ensure
compliance with the strict industry protocols.
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In selected ports, we’ll also have a number of marina
toys for you to jump in and play with. These include
a water trampoline, floating platforms, paddleboards
and snorkelling equipment.

Our commitment to
your health & safety

Th

With a plethora of marine life inhabiting our vast
oceans, you’ll have the opportunity to make use of
our special marina platform, where you can board
our Zodiacs.

CRUI
SE

Explore

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for
completion in December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On
board facilities and sizes are correct at the time of brochure production
(March 2021) but are subject to change until December 2021.
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Your sanctuary of serenity
We’ve uniquely designed every
one of our suites and staterooms
to become your own private haven,
with most featuring their own
private balcony or terrace. Unlike
anything currently available, you’ll
be invited to relax in your spacious,
modern surrounds, enjoying a
collection of luxurious amenities.
Sail into some of the most
picturesque ports and harbours on
Earth, with everything you need at
your fingertips.

Owner's Suite
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Private outdoor balcony

All suites and staterooms include:
■

■

■

■

Queen-size or twin hotel-style
beds with the finest Egyptian
cotton linen
En-suite bathroom with
luxurious toiletries
Complimentary bathrobes
and slippers
Flat screen HDTV and
infotainment system

■

■
■
■
■
■
■

Complimentary water,
restocked daily
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Individual climate control
Mini-bar
Personal safe
Umbrella
Telephone

Selected suites and staterooms include:
Oceanview Stateroom
■
■

An ocean-view window
Excellent location at the front of
the yacht

Balcony Suite
■

■

Your own private outdoor
balcony
Located across two decks

Terrace Suite
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Your own private terrace
Pillow menu
Welcome bottle of champagne
Fruit platter on arrival
Full mini-bar, restocked daily
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Two items laundered daily

Deluxe Balcony Suite
■

■

■
■
■
■

Owner’s Suite
■
■

■
■
■
■

Yacht Suite
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Your own private terrace
Walk-in wardrobe
Pillow menu
Welcome bottle of champagne
Fruit platter on arrival
Full mini-bar, restocked daily
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Two items laundered daily

Your own private outdoor
balcony
Separate bedroom and
lounge area
Pillow menu
Fruit platter on arrival
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Excellent location on the
Pool Deck

■
■
■
■
■

Your own private terrace
Separate bedroom and
lounge area
Walk-in wardrobe
Pillow menu
Welcome bottle of champagne
Fruit platter on arrival
Pre-dinner canapés
After-dinner sweets
Full mini-bar, restocked daily
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Four items laundered daily

For a full list of suite and stateroom inclusions, specifications and layouts, see pages 72-77.
Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in December 2021, all images are
artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are
subject to change until December 2021.
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YOUR SANCTUARY OF SERENITY

Owner's Suite
You’ll find our largest and most prestigious
suites at the front of the Pool Deck, promising
truly exceptional views of the unfolding
landscapes. A separate bedroom and lounge
area gives you more room to roam, while a
walk-in wardrobe and large private terrace
encourage you to really settle into your
boutique Owner's Suite.

Yacht Suite
Wonderfully positioned at the back of
the Observation Deck, you’ll be treated to
sensational ocean and coastal views from your
large private terrace. Toast to your arrival with
a complimentary bottle of champagne and a
decadent fruit platter which will be waiting
for you.

Balcony Suite

Terrace Suite
Our spacious Terrace Suites take pride of
place at the back of the Panorama Deck and
come complete with a large private terrace,
pillow menu and the option to have two items
laundered daily, perfect for preparing your
wardrobe for a special occasion.

Oceanview Stateroom

Terrace Suite
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YOUR SANCTUARY OF SERENITY

Owner’s Suite Terrace

Deluxe Balcony Suite

Oceanview Stateroom

Situated on the Pool Deck, our two Deluxe Balcony
Suite boast more space for your comfort. Along with
a separate bedroom and lounge area, you’ll also enjoy
a private balcony. Additional inclusions consist of
coffee and tea-making facilities and a pillow menu for
the perfect night’s sleep.

You’ll find six of our superb value Oceanview
Staterooms on the Emerald Deck, situated towards
the front of the yacht, each with their own
ocean-view window. Instantly settle in with our
selection of included modern amenities and
make the most of your close proximity to the
Horizon Bar & Lounge.

Balcony Suite
Divided between the Observation and Panorama
decks, our Balcony Suites are your stylish
home-away-from-home. Featuring everything you’d
expect from a world-class hotel, each one includes
your own private balcony, from which to enjoy the
stunning panoramas.

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion
in December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes
are correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to
change until December 2021.
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The freedom to explore further
With so much beauty to uncover on
your cruise, we’ve made sure you’ll
see the very best of every location
we visit. Adventure abounds on our
included excursions, while free time
to do your own thing encourages
you to head off the beaten track.

Enjoy a tour of Dubrovnik

Discover spectacular destinations

14

EmeraldDISCOVERY

In addition, for the more active guest, our included
EmeraldACTIVE excursions consist of guided bike rides
and hikes for an alternative perspective on a location. You
will also have the opportunity to explore each destination
further by booking one of our optional DiscoverMORE^
excursions and experiences.

Our collection of itineraries each offer the
perfect platform for new experiences to ensure
you see the very best of each destination. With
our included excursions and specially selected
EmeraldPLUS experiences, you will enjoy
unique encounters and embark on guided tours
of wonderful towns and cities.

We’ve ensured you’ll have time to dedicate to independent
exploration. We want you to feel free to personalise
your time onshore, with plenty of opportunity for you to
disembark the yacht for unguided city visits and evenings
out. Of course, your cruise director will always be available
to point you in the right direction and inspire you with
regards to a destination’s hotspots.

So much is included…
We’ve included everything you need to get the most out of your cruise, so
you won’t have to spend a penny extra if you don’t want to. From flights and
transfers to delicious on board dining with complimentary drinks with lunch
and dinner, our inclusive promise ensures complete peace-of-mind. Even all
on board gratuities are taken care of.
■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

Breakfast, lunch and dinner on board

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

PLUS all gratuities on board are taken care of

EmeraldEXPLORER
We’re extremely proud of our continued commitment to providing
the best river and yacht cruises across the globe. We’re delighted that
so many of our guests choose to book again with us, that’s why we
created our EmeraldEXPLORER loyalty club, to reward you for your
loyalty. For more information visit emeraldcruises.co.uk/explorer

Included Excursions
Each of our wonderful itineraries boasts a selection of
included excursions handpicked by our journey planners.
Offering insightful and diverse experiences, look out for
our included excursions icon in each itinerary.
EmeraldPLUS
From a traditional acappella performance in the Diocletian
Palace Substructures (Split), one of the best preserved
ancient complexes of its kind in the world, to Epicurean and
authentic experiences, our extra-special EmeraldPLUS
excursions and experiences aim to take you to the heart of
local culture and are sure to be a highlight.
Look out for our EmeraldPLUS icon in each itinerary.

EmeraldACTIVE
Join guided bike tours of ancient Turkish resort towns and
expert-led hiking trips along sun-kissed coastlines, or up
to Old Town’s city walls to soak in the best views. Specially
designed for guests seeking more active experiences.
Look out for our EmeraldACTIVE icon in each itinerary.
DiscoverMORE^
Available at an additional cost for guests who wish to see and
do even more, these immersive experiences and excursions
enable you to dive further into an area’s history and culture.
Visit the Turkish Baths in Istanbul, enjoy a kayaking tour in
Párga and river tubing in the waters of the Alcantara River
(Sicily), a place of natural wonders and unique beauty.
Look out for our DiscoverMORE icon in each itinerary,
or see pages 66-69.
^Available at additional cost.
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Extend your stay
We offer a range of pre and post
cruise options to extend your
adventure with extra days of
exploration and relaxation.

Venice, Italy

Explore the romance of Venice, the history of Athens,
the beauty of Dubrovnik or the diversity of Istanbul,
to name just a few of the remarkable destinations
available.
Transfers between the airport, your hotel and
Emerald Azzurra are included, as well as perfectly
placed hotel stays with breakfast. You will also enjoy
an insightful guided tour, before having plenty of time
to explore at your own pace.

Acropolis, Athens, Greece
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2 Night Dubrovnik City Stay
Inclusions
n Transfer from the airport to the hotel
n 2 nights at a hotel in Dubrovnik
n 2 breakfasts
n A guided tour of Dubrovnik
n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

Available as a pre or post extension

2 Night Limassol City Stay
Inclusions
n Transfer from the airport to the hotel
n 2 nights at a hotel in Limassol
n 2 breakfasts
n A guided tour of historic Limassol
n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

Available as a pre or post extension

2 Night Nice City Stay
Inclusions
n Transfer from the airport to the hotel
n 2 nights at a hotel in Nice
n 2 breakfasts
n A guided tour of historic Nice
n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

Available as a pre or post extension

2 Night Rome City Stay
Inclusions
n Transfer from the airport to the hotel
n 2 nights at a hotel in Rome
n 2 breakfasts
n A guided tour of historic Rome
n T
 ransfer from the hotel to
Civitavecchia pier

Available as a pre or post extension

2 Night Venice City Stay

2 Night Aqaba City Stay

Inclusions

Inclusions

n Transfer from the airport to the hotel

n Transfer from the airport to the hotel

n 2 nights at a hotel in Venice

n 2 nights at a hotel in Aqaba

n 2 breakfasts

n 2 breakfasts

n A guided tour of historic Venice

n A guided tour of historic Aqaba
n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

Available as a pre or post extension

Available as a pre or post extension

2 Night Athens City Stay

2 Night Istanbul City Stay

Inclusions

NEW

Inclusions

n Transfer from the airport to the hotel

n Transfer from the airport to the hotel

n 2 nights at a hotel in Athens

n 2 nights at a hotel in Istanbul

n 2 breakfasts

n 2 breakfasts

n A guided tour of Athens

n A guided tour of Istanbul

n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

n Transfer from the hotel to the pier

Available as a pre or post extension

Available as a pre or post extension

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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UKRAINE

Cruise Map
FRANCE

ROMANIA

CROATIA

ITALY

MONTENEGRO

BULGARIA

Adriatic Sea

ALBANIA
Tyrrhenian
Sea

Balearic Sea

GREECE

Let us take you on a journey,
off the beaten track and along
timeless trade routes, on board
our bespoke ocean-going
superyacht, Emerald Azzurra.

Aegean Sea

Ionian Sea

MALTA
Mediterranean
Sea

CY

Discover some of the oldest
communities to have ever existed,
explore the crystalline waters
connecting stunning island groups
and even uncover the mysteries of
the Holy Land.

EGYPT

Cruise Calendar
Departs
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Code

Pages

05 Jan 2023

10

Holy Land, Suez Canal & the Red Sea

Aqaba, Jordan

Limassol, Cyprus

E02P.2

56-57

15 Jan 2023

10

Holy Land, Suez Canal & the Red Sea

Limassol, Cyprus

Aqaba, Jordan

E02P.1

56-57

25 Jan 2023

10

Holy Land, Suez Canal & the Red Sea

Aqaba, Jordan

Limassol, Cyprus

E02P.2

56-57

04 Feb 2023

10

Aegean Reflections

Limassol, Cyprus

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E10D.2

32-33

14 Feb 2023

11

Aegean Gems

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E14D.1

32-33

25 Feb 2023

11

Aegean Gems

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E14D.1

32-33

08 Mar 2023

7

Ionian Sea Adventure

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

E04M.2 42-43

15 Mar 2023

10

Sicily & the Gulf of Naples

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

E06M.1 44-45

25 Mar 2023

10

Sicily & the Gulf of Naples

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

E06M.1 44-45

04 Apr 2023

7

Highlights of Southern Italy

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02M.1

11 Apr 2023

7

Highlights of Southern Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

E02M.2 46-47

18 Apr 2023

7

French & Italian Rivieras with Corsica

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Nice, France

E01M.2

40-41

25 Apr 2023

7

French & Italian Rivieras with Corsica

Nice, France

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

E01M.1

40-41

02 May 2023

7

Ionian Sea Adventure

Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E04M.1 42-43

09 May 2023

11

Aegean Gems

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E14D.1

30-31

20 May 2023

7

Greek Islands & Turkish Coastlines

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E08D.1

34-35

27 May 2023

7

Greek Islands & Turkish Coastlines

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E08D.1

34-35

03 Jun 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E01D.2

24-25

10 Jun 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

17 Jun 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

24 Jun 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

Key:

Nights Cruise

The Adriatic Coast

Cruise from

The Eastern Mediterranean

Cruise to

The Western Mediterranean

The Red Sea

46-47

22-23

The Black Sea

The Adriatic Coast
The waters of the Adriatic Sea provide access to
some of Europe’s most exciting ports. Separating the
Italian and Balkan peninsulas, it contains 1,300 islands
belonging to Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia,
Italy, Montenegro and Slovenia.

RUSSIA
RUSSIA

The Eastern Mediterranean
Black Sea Black Sea

GEORGIA
GEORGIA

One of humanity’s most important crossroads, and now
a route offering such a variety of ports, the Eastern
Mediterranean is a route paved with historic monuments
and paradise-like island groups, where the past is
celebrated in the present.

The Western Mediterranean
Covering the continents of Europe and Africa, the Western
Mediterranean promises alluring culture, rich history and
mouth-watering cuisine. From the French Riviera, to the
southern Italian coast via the Island of Sicily.

TURKEY
TURKEY

The Red Sea

YPRUS
CYPRUS

A global 200 ecoregion, the Red Sea is an inlet of the
Indian Ocean, located between Africa and Asia. Having
played a crucial navigational role since ancient times, its
coastline is now a popular tourist attraction where nature
and archaeological monuments feature in abundance.

ISRAEL
ISRAEL
JORDAN
JORDAN

The Black Sea
A fascinating body of water, its name
shrouded in mystery. Several major rivers
feed into the Black Sea, including the
Danube, while a plethora of stunning cities
line up along its coast, namely Istanbul,
Sochi, Odessa and Batumi.

Red Sea Red Sea

Departs

Nights Cruise

Cruise from

Cruise to

NEW

Code

Pages

01 Jul 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

22-23

08 Jul 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

15 Jul 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

22-23

22 Jul 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E01D.1

24-25

29 Jul 2023

7

Greek Islands & Turkish Coastlines

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E08D.1

34-35

05 Aug 2023

14

Mykonos, Gallipoli & Essence of the Black Sea

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Istanbul, Turkey

E01E.1

62-63

19 Aug 2023

14

Mykonos, Gallipoli & Essence of the Black Sea

Istanbul, Turkey

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E01E.2

62-63

02 Sep 2023

7

Greek Islands & Turkish Coastlines

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E08D.1

34-35

09 Sep 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E01D.2

24-25

16 Sep 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

23 Sep 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

22-23

30 Sep 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E01D.1

24-25

07 Oct 2023

7

Greek Islands & Turkish Coastlines

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E08D.1

34-35

14 Oct 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E01D.2

24-25

21 Oct 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

28 Oct 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

04 Nov 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Venice, Italy

E02D.2 22-23

11 Nov 2023

7

Croatian Coast and the Best of the Adriatic

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

E02D.1

22-23

18 Nov 2023

7

Mediterranean Enchantment

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Athens (Piraeus), Greece

E01D.1

24-25

22-23

Please note: Cruise Calendar correct at time of going to print and is subject to change.

Key:

The Adriatic Coast

The Eastern Mediterranean

The Western Mediterranean

The Red Sea

The Black Sea
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The Adriatic Coast
Rocky cliffs, picturesque beaches
and fishing ports that have been
trading for centuries, the Adriatic
Sea is surrounded by Italy on the
west and Croatia to the east.
Cruise from the Gulf of Venice,
along the Dalmatian coast, and
island hop in Croatia, as verdant
shorelines border crystalline waters
and communities thrive just as they
have since antiquity.

Dubrovnik, Croatia

20

Highlights:
Each cruise has been carefully designed to give you the freedom to explore
at your own pace.
■

■

■

■

■

■

Krk: With its abundance of natural beauty, the ‘Golden Island’ of Krk is one
of Croatia’s hidden gems. Wander the seafront promenade of Krk Town,
marvelling at the glistening waters, or get lost among the cobblestoned
streets and the ancient Roman remains.
Hvar: Popular not only for glorious beaches and its 13th-century walls, the
port town of Hvar has much to explore, including the hilltop fortress, which
is lit up with a stunning golden glow at night, and the main square with its
Renaissance-era Hvar Cathedral.
Split: Modern life coexists within an ancient Roman setting and seafood
is passionately served in its many restaurants. Visit Diocletian’s Palace, a
UNESCO - recognised monument, central to the origin of the city.
Korčula: Famous for its dense pine forests, Korčula is one of the larger
islands at around 20 miles long and almost 5 miles wide. The stunning
Korčula Town is known locally as ‘little Dubrovnik’, due to its familiar
looking medieval squares and churches, whilst the plentiful beaches and
quiet coves that line the southern coast are simply delightful.
Kotor: Wonderfully located in a bay near the cliffs of Mt. Lovćen, the
fairytale-like Montenegrin town of Kotor still exemplifies long Venetian rule,
while being a great destination for adventurers.
Sarandë: The perfect place from which to explore the UNESCO World
Heritage-listed site of Butrint, an ancient city once inhabited by Greek and
Roman Colonies. The walls and ruins are located within a wonderful natural
setting and are part of a large national park, dating back an estimated
2,500 years.
21

Croatian Coast
& the Best of the Adriatic

8-Day
Venice to Dubrovnik
Departing: June - November 2023
Azure waters abound along the stunning Adriatic
coast, where Croatia presents its own distinct form
of beauty. From Venice to Krk, Zadar and Šibenik
and onward to Hvar, Split, Korčula and Dubrovnik,
this unspoilt route through the Adriatic will be
yours to uncover.

Šibenik, Croatia

Your EmeraldDiscovery highlights
unique to your itinerary
EmeraldPLUS

CROATIA

Venice

	Klapa performance in the Cellars of
Diocletian’s Palace

Krk
7

Zadar

EmeraldACTIVE

Šibenik

Guided hike to Marjan Hill

Split

ITALY

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Hvar
Korčula

	4 excursions, including a walking tour of Šibenik

DiscoverMORE

Adriatic Sea

15
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
Mediterranean Sea
7

22

Key:

Dubrovnik

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE ADRIATIC COAST

Croatian Coast
& the Best of the Adriatic
Day 1 Venice, Italy

Your luxurious yacht cruise begins in Venice, where you’ll transfer to
Emerald Azzurra and embark on your discovery of Croatia.

Day 2 Krk, Croatia

Krk is the largest island in the Adriatic, and paints a picture of the early
days of Croatia. Krk Town is home to the beautiful 12th-century St Mary’s
Cathedral, and a seafront promenade offering scenic vistas over the rolling
countryside.
A walking tour of Krk
Island tour with wine tasting

Guided bike tour of Krk

Day 7 Korčula

The sixth-largest island in the Adriatic, Korčula is among the most beloved
in Croatia. Its Old Town, referred to by the locals as “Little Dubrovnik”, is a
delightful collection of medieval churches, palaces and squares, while the
villages of Čara and Smokvica produce the country’s signature dry
white wine.
A walking tour of Korčula
Tastes of the island

Buggy tour

Cooking class

Day 8 Dubrovnik

As you arrive in Dubrovnik, bid farewell to your crew and fellow passengers
as you disembark Emerald Azzurra and are transferred to the airport for
your return flight home.

Kayaking tour in Krk

Day 3 Zadar

Set on a peninsula, the historic city of Zadar has relics of bygone eras
scattered across its landscape. Among the churches and Roman ruins,
the Sun Salutation and Sea Organ are two of the city’s more modern, and
curious, attractions.
A walking tour of Zadar

Tour of Pag Island

Kayak or rafting on the Zrmanja River

Day 4 Šibenik

Known for its UNESCO World Heritage-listed St James’ Cathedral and its
famous black and orange hat, Šibenik is a city of tradition. The oldest native
town in the country, its origins trace back to 1066; you’ll find history at every
turn of its medieval streets and Square of the Four Wells.

Krk, Croatia

A walking tour of Šibenik
Visit to Krka National Park

Included in your cruise

Visit to a Falcon Centre

Guided bike tour of Vodice countryside

Day 5 Hvar

Lying neatly off the coast of Split is the island Hvar. Said to be Croatia’s
answer to Saint-Tropez, Hvar Town is home to an elegant shoreline
bursting with luxurious yachts and is one of the more glamorous settings
in the Adriatic.
Hvar island tour

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

■

Kayaking tour around Hvar and Pakleni islands

Day 6 Split

Enjoy a taste of real Dalmatian life in awe-inspiring Split. Croatia’s
second-largest city effortlessly brings together the country’s traditional and
contemporary elements. Diocletian’s Palace is an extraordinary example of
Roman architecture and features a myriad of hideaway bars and cafés.
A walking tour of Split

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Klapa performance in the Cellars of Diocletian’s Palace
Guided hike to Marjan Hill
Guided tour of Trogir and Salona

8-Day Croatian Coast & The Best of the Adriatic
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E02D

Jun 10*, 17, 24*
Sep 16*, 23

Jul 01, 08*, 15
Oct 21*, 28

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,095

€4,495

€3,870

€4,245

€3,375

€3,695

B

Balcony Suite

4

€5,185

€5,705

€4,755

€5,225

€4,260

€4,675

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€7,780

€8,585

€6,995

€7,715

€6,500

€7,165

A

Balcony Suite

5

€5,395

€5,935

€4,930

€5,420

€4,435

€4,870

T

Terrace Suite

5

€7,425

€8,195

€6,615

€7,290

€6,120

€6,740

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€6,760

€7,455

€6,120

€6,745

€5,625

€6,195

6

€11,765

€13,015

€10,845

€11,995

€10,350

€11,445

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Nov 04*, 11
Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Dubrovnik to Venice.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Mediterranean Enchantment

8-Day
Dubrovnik to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: June - November 2023
From Dubrovnik discover Kotor, a truly stunning
fortified town on Montenegro’s Adriatic coast. Visit
Sarandë on the Albanian Riviera before uncovering
the wealth of beauty Greece has to offer, enjoy
the cobblestone streets of Kérkira (Corfu), the
picturesque beach town of Párga and the rugged
landscapes and sandy beaches of Cephalonia.
Párga, Greece

Your EmeraldDiscovery highlights
unique to your itinerary

CROATIA

EmeraldPLUS

Dubrovnik

	An exclusive concert in a local church featuring
a guitar duo

7

	Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting
in a local restaurant

EmeraldACTIVE
EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Párga

	4 excursions, including a guided tour of Butrint

Cephalonia
Island

DiscoverMORE
8
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Itea
(Delphi)

Corinth
Canal

Mediterranean Sea
7

Key:

ALBANIA
Sarandë
Kérkira GREECE
(Corfu)

Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls
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MONTENEGRO

Kotor

Adriatic Sea

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

Athens
(Piraeus)

THE ADRIATIC COAST

Mediterranean Enchantment
Day 7 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

Day 1 Dubrovnik, Croatia

Your Eastern Mediterranean cruise starts in the historic city of Dubrovnik,
where you’ll board your luxury superyacht, Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Kotor, Montenegro

There are not enough words to describe the beauty of Kotor. Nestled
between imposing mountains and the blue of the Adriatic Sea, this
UNESCO World Heritage-listed setting is awash with Venetian palaces,
cobblestone streets and cute cafés.
Walking tour of Kotor
An exclusive concert in a local church featuring a guitar duo

From the waterfront town of Itea, explore the archaeological site of Delphi,
regarded by the ancient Greeks to be the centre of the world. Sail the
Corinth Canal, built in the 19th-century, connecting the Ionian and
Aegean seas.
A guided tour of Delphi

Day 8 Athens (Piraeus)

Your time aboard Emerald Azzurra comes to an end in the city of Athens.
After bidding farewell to the crew and your fellow passengers, you will be
transferred to the airport for your return flight home.

Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls

Day 3 Sarandë, Albania

Regarded as the capital of the Albanian Riviera, Sarandë is a bustling
coastal town brimming with pebble beaches and historic landmarks. Its
pretty old town is characterised by the magnificent 14th-century Lekuresi
Castle and the poignant Forty Saints Monastery.
A guided tour of Butrint
Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting in a local restaurant

Day 4 Kérkira (Corfu), Greece

A rich artistic heritage and spellbinding vistas entwine in Corfu. The
impeccably preserved Old Town showcases Renaissance and Baroque
influences in its architecture, including the Spianada, the largest square in
the Balkans.

Delphi, Greece

Guided walking tour of Corfu Town
Greek cooking class with a local chef
Jeep tour of the Corfiot countryside

Included in your cruise

Kayaking sightseeing tour

Day 5 Párga

Párga brings island life to mainland Greece, with its collection of pristine
beaches and historic landmarks. The Castle of Párga, which overlooks the
town, dates back to the 11th-century.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora monasteries including a Greek lunch
Kayaking tour

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

■

Hiking tour

Day 6 Cephalonia Island

Cephalonia is the largest of the Ionian Islands and arguably the most
beautiful. The island was also made famous when it featured in the
Hollywood movie ‘Captain Corelli’s Mandolin’.
A taste of Cephalonia

Kayaking tour

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

8-Day Mediterranean Enchantment
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E01D

Jul 01*
Sep 09*, 30

Nov 18

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,080

€4,495

€3,855

€4,245

€3,360

€3,695

B

Balcony Suite

4

€5,170

€5,705

€4,740

€5,225

€4,245

€4,675

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€7,765

€8,585

€6,980

€7,715

€6,485

€7,165

A

Balcony Suite

5

€5,380

€5,935

€4,915

€5,420

€4,420

€4,870

T

Terrace Suite

5

€7,410

€8,195

€6,600

€7,290

€6,105

€6,740

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€6,745

€7,455

€6,105

€6,745

€5,610

€6,195

6

€11,750

€13,015

€10,830

€11,995

€10,335

€11,445

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from

Jul 22, Oct 14
Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Dubrovnik.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover the Mediterranean
from Venice to Athens

Split, Croatia

15-Day
Venice to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: June – November 2023

CROATIA

Venice

Krk
Zadar

Uncover the delights of the Adriatic coast where
you will find a wonderful mix of contemporary
life and ancient history during visits to Krk, Split,
and stunning Dubrovnik. Discover the wonders of
Greece, calling at Kérkira with its UNESCO World
Heritage-listed Old Town and take in the beauty of
Cephalonia, the largest Ionian island.

Šibenik
Split

ITALY

Hvar
Korčula

Dubrovnik MONTENEGRO
Kotor

Adriatic Sea

14

ALBANIA
Sarandë
Kerkira GREECE
(Corfu)
Párga

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

Mediterranean Sea

14 Number of nights

EmeraldPLUS
Klapa performance in the Cellars of
	
Diocletian's Palace
An exclusive concert in a local church featuring
	
a guitar duo
Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting
	
in a local restaurant

EmeraldACTIVE

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
8 excursions, including a walking tour of Kotor

DiscoverMORE

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Athens
(Piraeus)

Cruise start/finish

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

14 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners
Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

24
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
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Corinth
Canal

Included in your cruise

■

	Guided hike to Marjan Hill
Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls
	

Cruise

Cephalonia
Island

Itea
(Delphi)

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE ADRIATIC COAST

Discover the Mediterranean
from Venice to Athens
Day 1 Venice, Italy

Your luxurious yacht cruise begins in Venice, where you’ll transfer to
Emerald Azzurra and embark on your discovery of Croatia.

Day 2 Krk, Croatia

Krk is the largest island in the Adriatic, and paints a picture of the early
days of Croatia. Krk Town is home to the beautiful 12th century St Mary’s
Cathedral, and a seafront promenade offering scenic vistas.
A walking tour of Krk

Island tour with wine tasting

Guided bike tour of Krk

Kayaking tour in Krk

Day 8 Dubrovnik

Within the walls of this breathtaking city, you’ll find a UNESCO World
Heritage-listed Old Town. Discover Baroque churches, wine bars and
picturesque pebble beaches.
Walking tour of Dubrovnik

Day 9 Kotor, Montenegro

This fortified Montenegrin town on the Adriatic coast showcases a sea of
terracotta rooftops among the dramatic cliffs. Dating as far back as the
Middle Ages, its UNESCO World Heritage-listed centre is truly breathtaking
in its exquisite preservation.

Day 3 Zadar

Zadar has relics of bygone eras scattered across its landscape. Among the
churches and Roman ruins, the Sun Salutation and Sea Organ are two of
the city’s more modern attractions.
A walking tour of Zadar including a visit to the gold and silver exhibition
and museum of ancient glass
Tour of Pag Island

Kayak or Rafting on the Zrmanja River

Walking tour of Kotor
featuring a guitar duo

Day 10 Sarandë, Albania

Situated on the shores of the Ionian Sea, Sarandë is a horseshoe-shaped
resort on the Albanian Riviera. Stroll the length of the beach along its
promenade, visit the remains of its 5th-century synagogue and walk to the
hilltop Lekuresi Castle.

Day 4 Šibenik

Known for its UNESCO World Heritage-listed St James’ Cathedral, Šibenik is
a city of tradition. The oldest native town in the country, you’ll find history at
every turn of its medieval streets.
A walking tour of Šibenik
Visit to a Falcon Centre

Visit to Krka National Park
Guided bike tour of Vodice countryside

An exclusive concert in a local church
Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls

A guided tour of Butrint
Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting in a local restaurant

Day 11 Kérkira (Corfu), Greece

One of the most popular Greek Islands, Corfu, or Kérkira, is influenced by its
rich cultural heritage.
Guided walking tour of Corfu Town

Day 5 Hvar

Lying neatly off the coast of Split is the island Hvar. Said to be Croatia’s
answer to Saint-Tropez, Hvar Town is home to an elegant shoreline lined
with luxurious yachts; it is one of the more glamorous settings in the
Adriatic.
Hvar island tour

Kayaking tour around Hvar and Pakleni Islands

Greek cooking class with a local chef
Jeep tour of the Corfiot countryside

Kayaking sightseeing tour

Day 12 Párga

Relax in the island-like ambience of Párga. Marvel at the paradise-like
beaches from the elevated mountain slopes.

Day 6 Split

Sightseeing tour of Meteora monasteries including a Greek lunch

Enjoy a taste of real Dalmatian life in awe-inspiring Split. Croatia’s secondlargest city effortlessly brings together the country’s traditional and
contemporary elements. Diocletian’s Palace is an extraordinary example of
Roman architecture and features a myriad of hideaway bars and cafes.
A walking tour of Split
Diocletian’s Palace
and Salona

Klapa performance in the Cellars of

Guided hike to Marjan Hill

Guided tour of Trogir

Day 7 Korčula

Korčula is one of the most beloved islands in Croatia. Its Old Town, referred
by locals as “Little Dubrovnik”, is a delightful collection of medieval churches
and squares, while the villages of Čara and Smokvica produce the country’s
signature wine.
Buggy tour

Hiking tour

Day 13 Cephalonia Island

Cephalonia is the largest of the Ionian Islands, and arguably the most
beautiful. The island was also made famous when it featured in the
Hollywood movie ‘Captain Corelli’s Mandolin’.
A taste of Cephalonia

Kayaking tour

Day 14 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

Explore the archaeological site of Delphi before navigating the
Corinth Canal.
A guided tour of Delphi

Day 15 Athens (Piraeus)

A walking tour of Korčula
Tastes of the Island

Kayaking tour

Cooking class

Today you will disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your flight home.

15-Day Discover the Mediterranean from Venice to Athens
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2D01

Jun 03*
Sep 09*, 23

Earlybird
Fare
from

Nov 11

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€7,755

€8,990

€7,330

€8,490

€6,395

€7,390

B

Balcony Suite

4

€9,815

€11,410

€9,000

€10,450

€8,065

€9,350
€14,330

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Full
Fare
from

Jul 15
Oct 14*
Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€14,700

€17,160

€13,230

€15,430

€12,295

A

Balcony Suite

5

€10,205

€11,870

€9,330

€10,840

€8,395

€9,740

T

Terrace Suite

5

€14,040

€16,380

€12,510

€14,580

€11,575

€13,480

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

6

€12,790

€14,910

€11,580

€13,490

€10,645

€12,390

6

€22,240

€26,030

€20,505

€23,990

€19,570

€22,890

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Venice.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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The Eastern Mediterranean
The Eastern Mediterranean
encompasses a variety of stunning
locations, many of which have
been the setting for legendary
battles and lasting myths. Where
breathtaking views incite awe and
rich traditions thrive across tiny
island communities.
As you cruise, you'll explore vibrant
cities embracing modernity,
while paying their respects to a
fascinating past.

Santorini, Greece

28

Highlights:
Each cruise has been carefully designed to give you the freedom to explore
at your own pace.
■

■

■

■

Istanbul: Straddling Europe and Asia, Istanbul is a wonderful contrast of
cultures. Visit Topkapi Palace, one of the oldest historical palaces in the world
and now a museum. Enjoy the exciting atmosphere of the Grand Bazaar, try
Turkish coffee and eat traditional cuisine, for the true sensory experience.
Kuşadasi: One of the most attractive cities of the Aegean, where intimate
tranquil bays and UNESCO World Heritage-listed sites, such as Ephesus,
invite insight into local culture.
Santorini: Created by a volcanic eruption, the rugged landscapes of Santorini
have become iconic as the foundation for the whitewashed houses of Fira and
Oia. Surrounded by turquoise water, visit the fishing village of Ammoudi Bay,
Red Beach or one of the island’s many boutique wineries.
Paphos: Where the sea meets the mountains, the Cypriot city is historic and
full of romance. Make your way to Aphrodite’s Rock, stroll the Old Town and
relax in the Adonis Baths. Visit the castle and the Tomb of Kings and, if you
can, time your visit for a musical performance at the Odeon amphitheatre.
29

Aegean Gems

12-Day
Athens (Piraeus) to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: February & May 2023
Explore the wonders of the Aegean Sea on an
exciting journey beginning and ending in Greece.
Sail to Istanbul, with its Old City before travelling
onwards to Çanakkale and Kuşadasi in Turkey,
and then to the stunning Greek islands of Rhodes,
Santorini and Mykonos.
Istanbul, Turkey

Black Sea

Your EmeraldDiscovery highlights
unique to your itinerary
EmeraldPLUS

Istanbul

Concert at Apollo Theatre in Ermoupolis

11

GREECE

EmeraldACTIVE
Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Volos

Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and
	
surrounding areas

7 excursions, including Istanbul city tour

Kusadasi

Rhodes

Santorini

11
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Mediterranean Sea
11 Number of nights

Key:

Mykonos

Ermoupolis

DiscoverMORE

30

TURKEY

Aegean Sea

Athens
(Piraeus)

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Canakkale

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Aegean Gems
Day 1 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Upon your arrival in Athens, you’ll board your spectacular superyacht,
Emerald Azzurra, to commence your yacht cruise.

Day 2 Ermoupolis, Syros Island
The capital of the Aegean island of Syros, Ermoupolis is a stunning town.
Architectural splendour is a striking reminder of a brilliant past, as a
neo-classical influence combines with that of Ancient Greece and
western Europe.
Walking tour of Ermoupolis

Concert at Apollo Theatre

Day 3 Volos

Built near the site of ancient Iolcus, Volos is situated at the foot of
Mount Pelion.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora monasteries with a Greek lunch

Day 9 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands, Rhodes seemingly has it all – lush
green valleys, golden beaches and archaeological sites. Known as the Island
of the Knights, the medieval city is a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Guided tour of Rhodes
Guided tour of Lindos

Day 10 Santorini

Rising from the destruction of a 16th-century volcanic eruption, Santorini
is now highly renowned for its beauty, carved by its after effects. Iconic
whitewashed buildings grip to the beautiful rugged cliffs overlooking where
the Aegean Sea meets with white sandy beaches.
Greek cooking class

Oia and winery visit

Akrotiri & Prehistoric Museum of Thera

Day 11 Mykonos

Day 4 At Sea
Day 5 Istanbul, Turkey

Turkey’s economic, cultural and historic centre, Istanbul straddles Europe
and Asia, something evident from the wonderful east-meets-west vibe.

Gastronomic tour of Mykonos
Discover the ancient and modern art of mosaic making

Istanbul city tour
Whirling dervishes show

Named after Apollo’s grandson, this cosmopolitan Greek island in the heart
of the Cyclades is built on myth and legend. Clear blue skies, renowned
beaches and whitewashed windmills make it the perfect port stop.

Turkish baths experience

Day 6 Istanbul

Meet open-minded locals as you immerse yourself in their lighthearted spirit, learn about Istanbul’s cultural heritage from architectural
masterpieces and enjoy strong culinary diversity.

Ancient Delos

Island tour of Mykonos and Ano Mera Monastery

Day 12 Athens (Piraeus)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Tour of Topkapi Palace and Cisterns

Day 7 Çanakkale

In the Marmara region of northwestern Turkey, the Çanakkale Province is
a destination of all-round intrigue. From the historic battlefields of Troy
and Gallipoli, to the serenity of beautiful beaches, wineries, and unique
local food.
Guided tour of ANZAC Cove and Gallipoli Peninsula
Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Day 8 Kuşadasi

Included in your cruise
■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

11 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

32 meals: 11 breakfasts, 10 lunches and 11 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

Guided tour of Ephesus

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas

■

All airport taxes and port charges

This beach resort town on Turkey’s west coast dates back to 3000 BC
and is now a busy cruise port, with a renowned nightlife. Home to a
small, Byzantine castle, the Grand Bazaar, selling the wares of numerous
merchants, and much in the way of monuments to the past.

Guided tour of Sirince village

2-Day Aegean Gems
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E14D

Feb 14, 25

May 09

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,955

€5,445

€5,695

B

Balcony Suite

4

€6,345

€6,985

€7,405

€8,170

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€9,860

€10,895

€11,475

€12,690

A

Balcony Suite

5

€6,620

€7,290

€7,740

€8,540

T

Terrace Suite

5

€9,255

€10,220

€10,925

€12,080

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from
€6,270

6

€8,485

€9,365

€9,880

€10,920

6

€15,910

€17,615

€17,750

€19,660

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Aegean Reflections

11-Day
Limassol to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: February 2023
Your adventure from the striking southern coast of
Cyprus takes you to Rhodes in Greece and onward
to Bodrum, Kuşadasi, and the Turkish city of Istanbul
before exploring the coastal port of Volos, Greece,
and the island of Syros. You cruise completes in
spectacular Athens.
Ephesus, Turkey

Your EmeraldDiscovery highlights
unique to your itinerary

Black Sea

EmeraldPLUS
Concert at Apollo Theatre in Ermoupolis

Istanbul

GREECE
10

EmeraldACTIVE
Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Volos

Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and
	
surrounding areas

Canakkale

TURKEY

Aegean Sea

Kusadasi

Athens
(Piraeus)

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
8 excursions, including a guided tour of Ephesus
	

Bodrum

Ermoupolis

Rhodes

DiscoverMORE
5
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Paphos
Mediterranean Sea
10 Number of nights
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Limassol

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Aegean Reflections
Day 1 Limassol, Cyprus

Your luxurious yacht cruise begins in the Cypriot city of Limassol, where
you’ll embark Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Paphos

Dating back to Neolithic times, Paphos has connections to the goddess
Aphrodite who, it is believed, was born in Old Paphos. Historic charm by the
bucket-load and an abundance of beautiful beaches bring this colourful city
to life.
Monuments of Paphos

Day 10 Ermoupolis, Syros Island

The capital of the Aegean island of Syros, Ermoupolis is a stunning town.
Architectural splendour is a striking reminder of a brilliant past, as a
neo-classical influence combines with that of Ancient Greece and
western Europe.
Walking tour of Ermoupolis
Concert at the Apollo Theatre

Day 11 Athens (Piraeus)
Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Day 3 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands, Rhodes seemingly has it all. Lush
green valleys, golden beaches and archaeological sites. Known as the Island
of the Knights, the medieval city is a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Guided tour of Rhodes
Guided tour of Lindos

Day 4 Bodrum, Turkey
Reaching from Turkey’s southwest coast into the Aegean Sea, the stunning
twin bays of Bodrum are home to one of the Seven Wonders of the
World, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, built between 350 and 353 BC
for Mausolus. While being historic, the city is a playground for Turkish and
foreign visitors alike, with two contrasting sides, east and west.
Discover one of the ancient wonders of the world: Tomb of Mausolus
Farmer's market visit followed by cooking class.

Tomb of Mausolus, Bodrum, Turkey

Day 5 Kuşadasi
This beach resort town on Turkey’s west coast dates back to 3000 BC
and is now a busy cruise port, with a renowned nightlife. Home to a
small Byzantine castle, and a Grand Bazaar selling the wares of
numerous merchants.

Included in your cruise

Guided tour of Ephesus
Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas
Guided tour of Sirince village

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

10 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

29 meals: 10 breakfasts, 9 lunches and 10 dinners

■

Day 6 Çanakkale

In the Marmara region of northwestern Turkey, the Çanakkale Province is
a destination of all-round intrigue. From the historic battlefields of Troy
and Gallipoli, to the serenity of beautiful beaches, unique local food and
wineries.

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

Guided tour of ANZAC Cove and Gallipoli Peninsula

■

Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Day 7 Istanbul

Turkey’s economic, cultural and historic centre, Istanbul straddles Europe
and Asia, something evident from the wonderful east-meets-west vibe.
Meet open-minded locals as you immerse yourself in their light-hearted
spirit, learn about its cultural heritage from architectural masterpieces and
enjoy strong culinary diversity.
Istanbul city tour
Turkish baths experience

Tour of Topkapi Palace and Cisterns

11-Day Aegean Reflections
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E10D

Day 8 At Sea

Jul 01*
Sep 09*, 30

Day 9 Volos, Greece

Built near the site of ancient Iolcos, Volos is situated at the foot of
Mount Pelion.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora Monasteries with a Greek lunch

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Limassol

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,520

B

Balcony Suite

4

€5,780

€6,345

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€8,980

€9,900

A

Balcony Suite

5

€6,030

€6,620

T

Terrace Suite

5

€8,435

€9,290

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€7,730

€8,510

6

€14,480

€16,010

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from
€4,945

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Greek Islands
& Turkish Coastline

8-Day
Athens (Piraeus) to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: May - October 2023
Sail the azure waters of the southeastern Aegean
Sea, stopping off to explore a number of the
stunning Greek islands. From Kuşadasi in Turkey
to Bodrum, and onward to Rhodes, Amorgos
and Mykonos.
Amorgos, Greece

Your EmeraldDiscovery highlights
unique to your itinerary

Black Sea

EmeraldPLUS
Folklore show and local delicacies

EmeraldACTIVE

GREECE

 ike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of the
H
apocalypse in Patmos
Sightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and
	
surrounding areas

TURKEY

Aegean Sea

Kusadasi
Athens
(Piraeus)

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
3 excursions, including walking tour of Patmos
	
old town

Mykonos
7

Amorgos

Patmos

Bodrum
Rhodes

DiscoverMORE
14
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Mediterranean Sea
7

34

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Greek Islands
& Turkish Coastline
Day 1 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Upon your arrival in Athens, you’ll board your spectacular superyacht,
Emerald Azzurra, to commence your yacht cruise. The Greek capital,
Athens was the heart of Ancient Greece, the remnants of which have been
beautifully preserved, namely the Acropolis.

Day 2 Patmos

Day 7 Mykonos

Named after Apollo’s grandson, this cosmopolitan Greek island in the heart
of the Cyclades is built on myth and legend. Clear blue skies, renowned
beaches and whitewashed windmills make it the perfect port stop.
Discover the ancient and modern art of mosaic
Ancient Delos

In the north of Greece’s Dodecanese islands, the Aegean island of Patmos
is known for being sacred as the place where Saint John wrote the Book
of Revelation. A wonderful stop for those inspired by nature, architecture,
history or, simply, sun-worshippers.
Walking tour of the old town

Guided walking tour of Mykonos town with wine tasting

Day 8 Athens (Piraeus)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Hike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of the apocalypse
Photo safari in Patmos

A glimpse of monastic life

Day 3 Kuşadasi, Turkey

This beach resort town on Turkey’s west coast dates back to 3000 BC
and is now a busy cruise port, with a renowned nightlife. Home to a small
Byzantine castle, and a Grand Bazaar selling the wares of numerous
merchants.
Guided tour of Ephesus
Sightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas
Guided tour of Sirince village

Day 4 Bodrum

Reaching from Turkey’s southwest coast into the Aegean Sea, the stunning
twin bays of Bodrum are home to one of the Seven Wonders of the
World, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, built between 350 and 353 BC
for Mausolus. While being historic, the city is a playground for Turkish and
foreign visitors alike, with two contrasting sides, east and west.

Bodrum, Turkey

Discover one of the ancient wonders of the world: Tomb of Mausolus

Included in your cruise

Guided Scuba diving experience

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

Farmer's market visit followed by cooking class to learn how to make
local delicacies

Day 5 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands, Rhodes seemingly has it all. Lush
green valleys, golden beaches and archaeological sites. Known as the Island
of the Knights, the medieval city is a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Guided tour of Lindos

Panoramic Rhodes

Guided scuba diving experience

Day 6 Amorgos

The furthest eastern island of the Cyclades group, Amorgos is a secret,
untouched hideaway where unique natural landscapes are dotted with
Cycladic architecture; beautiful beaches welcome relaxation and hiking
trails awaken the adventurer in you.
Guided city tour of the old town
Highlights of Amorgos

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Folklore show and local delicacies

Kayaking tour

8-Day Greek Islands & Turkish Coastline
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E08D

May 20, 27
Sep 02

Jul 29
Oct 07

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,085

€4,495

€3,860

€4,245

B

Balcony Suite

4

€5,175

€5,705

€4,745

€5,225

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€7,770

€8,585

€6,985

€7,715

A

Balcony Suite

5

€5,385

€5,935

€4,920

€5,420

T

Terrace Suite

5

€7,415

€8,195

€6,605

€7,290

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€6,750

€7,455

€6,110

€6,745

6

€11,755

€13,015

€10,835

€11,995

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover the Eastern
Mediterranean

Kotor, Montenegro

15-Day
Dubrovnik to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: May - September 2023

CROATIA
Adriatic Sea

Beginning in the iconic Croatian city of Dubrovnik,
sail to Kotor on Montenegro’s Adriatic Coast and
visit Sarandë on the Albanian Riviera. Explore the
delights of Greece with stops at Kérkira, Párga and
Cephalonia, before uncovering Turkey’s beach
resort town of Kuşadasi, followed by Bodrum.
Explore Rhodes and Mykonos and conclude in
mighty Athens.

Dubrovnik

MONTENEGRO

Kotor

Black Sea

14

ALBANIA
Sarandë
Kerkira GREECE
(Corfu)
Párga

Cephalonia
Island

Aegean Sea

TURKEY

Itea
(Delphi) Athens
(Piraeus)

Corinth
Canal

Kusadasi

Mykonos
Patmos

Mediterranean Sea

Bodrum

Amorgos

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

Rhodes

EmeraldPLUS
An exclusive concert in a local church featuring
	
a guitar duo
Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting
	
Folklore show with local tasting

Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls
	
Hike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of the
	
apocalypse in Patmos
 ightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and
S
	
surrounding areas

	7 excursions, including a guided tour of Delphi

DiscoverMORE
23
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Included Excursion

Cruise start/finish

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

14 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Key:

Cruise

Included in your cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

36

14 Number of nights

EmeraldPLUS

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Discover the Eastern
Mediterranean
Day 1 Dubrovnik, Croatia

Your Eastern Mediterranean cruise starts in the historic city of Dubrovnik,
where you’ll board your luxury superyacht, Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Kotor, Montenegro

Day 9 Patmos

The Aegean island of Patmos is known for being sacred as the place where
Saint John wrote the Book of Revelation. A wonderful stop for those
inspired by nature, architecture or history.
Walking tour of Patmos

Nestled between imposing mountains and the blue of the Adriatic Sea, this
UNESCO World Heritage-listed setting is awash with Venetian palaces and
cute cafes.
Walking tour of Kotor
An exclusive concert in a local church featuring a guitar duo
Guided hike of Kotor’s city walls

Hike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of the apocalypse
Photo safari in Patmos

Day 10 Kuşadasi, Turkey

This beach resort town on Turkey’s west coast dates back to 3000 BC, and
is now a busy cruise port with renowned nightlife.
Guided tour of Ephesus

Day 3 Sarandë, Albania

Sightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas

Sarandë is a bustling coastal town brimming with pebble beaches and
historic landmarks.
A guided tour of Butrint
Mussel cooking demonstration and tasting in a local restaurant

Day 4 Kérkira (Corfu), Greece

A rich heritage and spellbinding vistas entwine in Corfu. The impeccably
preserved Old Town showcases Renaissance and Baroque influences in its
architecture.
Guided walking tour of Corfu Town
Kayaking sightseeing tour

Day 5 Párga

Párga brings island life to mainland Greece, with its collection of pristine
beaches and historic landmarks. The Castle of Párga, which overlooks the
town, dates back to the 11th-century.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora Monasteries including a Greek lunch
Kayaking tour

Guided tour of Sirince village

Day 11 Bodrum

The stunning twin bays of Bodrum are home to one of the Seven Wonders
of the World, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, built between 350 and
353 BC for Mausolus.
Discover one of the ancient wonders of the world: Tomb of Mausolus
Guided scuba diving experience
Farmer's market visit followed by cooking class to learn how to make
local delicacies

Greek cooking class with a local chef
Jeep tour of the Corfiot countryside

Hiking tour

Day 6 Cephalonia Island

Day 12 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands and known as the Island of the
Knights, the medieval city is a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Guided tour of Lindos

Day 13 Amorgos

Amorgos is a secret hideaway where unique natural landscapes are dotted
with Cycladic architecture and beautiful beaches.
Guided city tour of the old town
Folklore show with local tasting.
Highlights of Amorgos

Kayaking tour

Day 7 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

Explore the archaeological site of Delphi, regarded by the ancient Greeks to
be the centre of the world. Sail the Corinth Canal, built in the 19th-century,
connecting the Ionian and Aegean seas.

The Greek capital, Athens was the heart of Ancient Greece, the remnants of
which have been beautifully preserved, namely the Acropolis.
Athens city tour with visit to the Acropolis

Kayaking tour

Day 14 Mykonos

Named after Apollo’s grandson, this cosmopolitan Greek island in the heart
of the Cyclades is built on myth and legend.
Discover the ancient and modern art of mosaic making
Ancient Delos

A guided tour of Delphi

Day 8 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Panoramic Rhodes

Guided scuba diving experience

Cephalonia is the largest of the Ionian islands and arguably the most
beautiful. The island was also made famous when it featured in the
Hollywood movie ‘Captain Corelli’s Mandolin’.
A taste of Cephalonia

A glimpse of monastic life

Guided walking tour of Mykonos town with wine tasting

Day 15 Athens (Piraeus)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

15-Day Discover the Eastern Mediterranean
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2D08

May 27
Sep 02

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Deck

Jul 22*

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Sep 30*
Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from
€8,740

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€7,745

€8,990

€7,320

€8,490

€7,535

B

Balcony Suite

4

€9,805

€11,410

€8,990

€10,450

€9,595

€11,160

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€14,690

€17,160

€13,220

€15,430

€14,480

€16,910

A

Balcony Suite

5

€10,195

€11,870

€9,320

€10,840

€9,985

€11,620

T

Terrace Suite

5

€14,030

€16,380

€12,500

€14,580

€13,820

€16,130

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€12,780

€14,910

€11,570

€13,490

€12,570

€14,660

6

€22,230

€26,030

€20,495

€23,990

€22,020

€25,780

SA Owner’s Suite
*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Dubrovnik.

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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The Western Mediterranean
The Western Mediterranean is
abundant with style and glamour.
Uncover the stunning Italian
southern and western coastlines,
and take in the French Riviera.
Experience the allure of the Côte
d’Azur, and witness Italy’s coastal
beauty as it stretches from the
Apulia region, to Sicily, the Amalfi
Coast and right to the Bay of Naples.

Amalfi Coast, Italy

38

Highlights:
Each cruise has been carefully designed to give you the freedom to explore
at your own pace.
■

■

■

Nice: A hub of culture with an extraordinary climate and old-world beauty,
Nice is the gem of the French Riviera. Walk along the Promenade des
Anglais or marvel at the Mediterranean façades of the Old Town, try cuisine
Niçoise by the sea and peruse the famous Cours Saleya markets.
Sorrento: Rugged cliffs house winding streets, bustling with café and
restaurant culture. Sip limoncello and enjoy views out to the Mediterranean
Sea, explore the Old Town, brimming with Italian charm, locals and
picture-perfect pastel buildings, or take a day trip to Pompeii, at the foot of
Mount Vesuvius.
Civitavecchia (Rome): The Port of Civitavecchia is the perfect stop for
visiting Rome, being located just 45 miles to the northwest of the city. The
Italian coastal town of Civitavecchia is, itself, rich in history. Stroll along
the port to witness the towering Michelangelo Fort, often cited as the most
important architectural landmark on the Lazio coastline. Once used as
therapeutic thermal baths by the Romans, the Taurine Baths are another
archaeological site not to be missed.
39

French & Italian Rivieras
with Corsica

8-Day
Nice to Civitavecchia (Rome)
Departing: April 2023
Start your adventure in the French Riviera, exploring
Nice and Menton before discovering beautiful
Portofino. On the northern tip of Corsica visit Calvi
and Bonifacio before heading to Port Ercole and
Rome’s port of Civitavecchia. Expect pastel houses,
seafood restaurants and crystalline waters at your
every turn.
Menton, France

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary
EmeraldPLUS

FRANCE

ITALY

Menton

	City tour of Menton including a visit to the
farmer's market

Portofino

Nice
Portoferraio

EmeraldACTIVE

Calvi

Porto Ercole

Hiking tour to Forte Filippo
	

7

Bonifacio

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Civitavecchia
(Rome)

	2 excursions, including a Tour of Bonifacio
with tasting

DiscoverMORE
11
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Mediterranean Sea

7

40

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Adriatic Sea

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

French & Italian Rivieras
with Corsica
Day 1 Nice, France

Your yacht cruise starts in Nice, where you’ll embark Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Menton

France’s Côte d’Azure is synonymous with outstanding beauty, and Menton
is this famous region at its gorgeous best. Nestled between Monaco and
Italy, the seaside town is a wonderful mix of unique architecture and
luscious gardens.
City tour of Menton including a visit to the farmer's market
Tour of Monaco & Eze

Day 3 Portofino, Italy

The unassuming village of Portofino provides another tempting taste of the
Italian Riviera. Its colourful buildings and slower pace of life have made it an
attractive hideaway for the rich and famous.
Culinary experience in Rapallo

Kayaking tour of Tigullian Bay

Guided hike to San Fruttuoso

Day 4 Portoferraio

One of the oldest towns on Elba Island, Portoferraio oozes Tuscan charm.
A favourite among beach-lovers and history buffs alike, it’s known for
enticing sandy shores and distinctive Medici forts, dating back to the 1500s.
Napoleon’s Path and tasting at La Chiusa winery
Guided hike to Mount Capanne

Panoramic tour of Western Elba

Day 5 Calvi, Corsica

Portoferraio, Italy

Follow in the footsteps of Christopher Columbus as you arrive in Calvi.
This vibrant area of Corsica is said to have been the home of the intrepid
explorer, and you’ll be sure to fall in love with its winding streets and
quaint beaches.
Discover Old Corsica with its villages

Included in your cruise

Guided hike

Day 6 Bonifacio

The striking citadel heralds your introduction to Bonifacio. Established in
833, this charming Corsican port provides stunning views from its ancient
fortress that, on a clear day, stretch all the way to Sardinia.

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

■

Tour of Bonifacio with tasting
Corsican countryside and wine tasting

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

Tour of Porto Ercole

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

Hiking tour to Forte Filippo

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Day 7 Porto Ercole, Italy

Perched on the coast of Tuscany, Porto Ercole is one of Italy’s hidden gems.
Translated as the ‘Port of Hercules’, this sleepy bay is a scene of incredible
architecture and local seafood that is an absolute delight.

Siena and Montalcino, the heart of medieval Tuscany

Day 8 Civitavecchia (Rome)

Your yacht cruise ends in Civitavecchia, where you’ll disembark
Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to Rome airport for your return
flight home.
8-Day French & Italian Rivieras with Corsica
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E01M

CAT Stateroom/Suite

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Civitavecchia (Rome) to Nice.

Sep 18*, 25

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€3,695

€4,070

B

Balcony Suite

4

€4,580

€5,050

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€6,820

€7,540

A

Balcony Suite

5

€4,755

€5,245

T

Terrace Suite

5

€6,440

€7,115

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€5,945

€6,570

6

€10,670

€11,820

SA Owner’s Suite

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Ionian Sea Adventure

8-Day
Civitavecchia (Rome) to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: March & May 2023
An idyllic itinerary commencing in Civitavecchia
and sailing onwards to uncover the delights of
Capri, Sorrento and Amalfi. Explore sandy coves
and try delicious cuisine harbourside, before
transiting the Corinth Canal to uncover the centre
of the Ancient Greek world and ending your cruise
in mighty Athens.
Cephalonia, Greece

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

ITALY

EmeraldPLUS

Adriatic Sea

Civitavecchia
(Rome)

	A guided tour of Sorrento with gelato
presentation and tasting

Capri

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

Sorrento
Amalfi

GREECE

	4 excursions, including a walking tour of Capri

Cephalonia
Island

DiscoverMORE
4
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Giardini Naxos

Corinth
Canal

7

Mediterranean Sea
7
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Itea
(Delphi)

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

Athens
(Piraeus)

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Ionian Sea Adventure
Day 1 Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Your yacht cruise starts in Civitavecchia, where you’ll embark
Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Capri

An island in Italy’s Bay of Naples, Capri is synonymous with stunning natural
beauty. Turquoise water and beautiful coves dot the dramatic coastline, and
high-end hotels, shopping and cuisine attract the rich and famous as they
dock in the beautiful Marina Grande.
Walking tour of Capri

Day 3 Sorrento

A quaint resort credited with inspiring the works of Charles Dickens and Leo
Tolstoy, Sorrento provides a romantic introduction to the Amalfi Coast. The
historic town has spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, and its maze of
cobbled streets is punctuated with cafés and restaurants.
A guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation and tasting
A guided tour of UNESCO World Heritage-listed Pompeii

Day 4 Amalfi

Sitting in the foothills of Mount Cerreto, the ambient setting of Amalfi is
a pleasant collection of piazzas and waterfront restaurants. Despite its
diminutive size, this town was once a maritime powerhouse. Enjoy a day
at leisure.
The Amalfi Coast by Kayak

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

Day 5 Giardini Naxos

The Corinth Canal

Giardini Naxos is a gorgeous beach resort, with a resplendent horseshoe
bay and seafront lined with bars and restaurants.
Guided tour of Taormina
Alcantara river tubing

Day 6 Cephalonia Island, Greece

At the northern tip of Cephalonia, the picturesque village of Fiskardo is the
largest of the Ionian islands. Wonderfully preserved Venetian architecture
gives it its truly unique style, while cafés, bars, restaurants and shops line
the harbour alongside boats and yachts.

Included in your cruise
■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

■

Highlights of Cephalonia
A hiking tour

Day 7 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

From the waterfront town of Itea, explore the archaeological site of Delphi,
regarded by the ancient Greeks to be the centre of the world. Sail the Corinth
Canal, built in the 19th-century, connecting the Ionian and Aegean seas.
A guided tour of Delphi

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Day 8 Athens (Piraeus)

Your time aboard Emerald Azzurra comes to an end in the city of Athens.
After bidding farewell to the crew and your fellow passengers, you will be
transferred to the airport for your return flight home.
8-Day Ionian Sea Adventure
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E04M

May 08*

May 02

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€3,360

€3,695

€4,080

€4,495

B

Balcony Suite

4

€4,245

€4,675

€5,170

€5,705

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€6,485

€7,165

€7,765

€8,585

A

Balcony Suite

5

€4,420

€4,870

€5,380

€5,935

T

Terrace Suite

5

€6,105

€6,740

€7,410

€8,195

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€5,610

€6,195

€6,745

€7,455

6

€10,335

€11,445

€11,750

€13,015

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Civitavecchia (Rome). Reverse itinerary is subject to port changes.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Sicily & the Gulf of Naples

11-Day
Civitavecchia (Rome) to Civitavecchia (Rome)
Departing: March 2023
Sorrento, on Italy’s southern coast, presents a
sun-kissed introduction to an itinerary celebrating
Sicily. Explore Palermo, Trapani, Porto Empedocle,
plus a stop-off in Malta’s capital, Valletta. You will
conclude your cruise in Civitavecchia (Rome).
Valletta, Malta

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

ITALY

Adriatic Sea

Civitavecchia
(Rome)
Naples
Sorrento

EmeraldPLUS
	Walking tour of Naples with stop at a 19th-century
coffee house for coffee and cake

EmeraldACTIVE
10

Hiking tour of the Sorrento Coast
	

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	5 excursions, including a visit to the Valley of the
Temples of Agrigento

Palermo
Trapani
Porto Empedocle

DiscoverMORE

Mediterranean Sea

10
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

MALTA
10 Number of nights
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Key:

Catania

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Valletta

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Sicily & the Gulf of Naples
Day 1 Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Upon your arrival in Civitavecchia, you’ll board your spectacular superyacht,
Emerald Azzurra, to commence your yacht cruise.

Day 2 Sorrento

A quaint resort credited with inspiring the works of Charles Dickens and Leo
Tolstoy, Sorrento provides a romantic introduction to the Amalfi Coast. The
historic town has spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, and its maze of
cobbled streets is punctuated with cosy cafés.
Walking tour of Sorrento
Hiking tour of the Sorrento Coast

Day 10 Naples

The third-largest city in Italy, Naples does things very much in its own
way. It is a sea of extraordinary art and culture, unparalleled cuisine and an
unmatched history, all sat against the backdrop of one of Europe’s most
iconic volcanoes.
Tour of Pompeii

Amalfi Coast and Ravello

Learn the secrets for a perfect pizza

Day 11 Civitavecchia (Rome)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Day 3 Palermo

Your discovery of Sicily begins in the capital city of Palermo, a melting pot
of elegant piazzas and even better pizza.
Walking tour of Palermo

Day 4 Palermo

The Normans referred to it as the “Kingdom of the sun”, it has been the
prize of Roman, Byzantine and Greek settlers, all of which culminates in the
wonderfully diverse nature of Palermo. From its grand Piazza Vigilena, with
its revered Baroque structures, the colourful masterpiece of Capella Palatina
to the bustling markets of Vucciria, it’s no wonder it has previously been
named Italian Capital of Culture.
Palermo behind the scenes

Tour of Monreale
Naples, Italy

Day 5 Trapani

Blessed with one of the most enchanting coastlines in Italy, Trapani is a
serene side of Sicily. A heady mix of alluring landscapes, inviting beaches
and historic intrigue, including the 18th-century Chiesa Anime Sante del
Purgatorio, a church depicting the story of Christ’s Passion.

Included in your cruise

Cooking class to uncover the secrets of Sicilian cuisine
A visit to Erice

Marsala, salt pans and winery visit

Day 6 Porto Empedocle

A popular beach resort on Sicily’s southern coast Porto Empedocle is
instantly recognisable by its striking Quadrangular Tower of Carlo V.

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

10 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

29 meals: 10 breakfasts, 9 lunches and 10 dinners

■

Valley of the Temples in Agrigento

Day 7 Valletta, Malta

Once described as “a city built by gentlemen for gentlemen”, the Maltese
capital of Valletta is rich in landmarks and beautiful Baroque architecture.
Its creation was a labour of love for the Knights of St John, but today it has
blossomed as a UNESCO World Heritage and European Art City thanks to
its wealth of museums, galleries and charming Barrakka Gardens.
Guided tour of Mdina and Valletta

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Panoramic tour of Malta with wine tasting

Day 8 Catania, Italy

Catania is another of Sicily’s prized gems, a magnetic collection of winding
streets and elegant architecture. At its centre is the awe-inspiring UNESCO
World Heritage-listed monastery of San Benedetto, a symbol of Catania.
Walking tour of Catania

11-Day Sicily & the Gulf of Naples

Highlights of Taormina

2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E06M

Mar 15, 25

Day 9 Naples

Sitting in the shadow of Mount Vesuvius, the unforgettable city of Naples
possesses a passion to match its fiery neighbour.
Walking tour of Naples with stop at a 19th-century coffee house for
coffee and cake

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€4,550

B

Balcony Suite

4

€5,810

€6,395

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€9,010

€9,950

A

Balcony Suite

5

€6,060

€6,670

T

Terrace Suite

5

€8,465

€9,340

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

CAT Stateroom/Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

Full
Fare
from
€4,995

6

€7,760

€8,560

6

€14,510

€16,060

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Highlights of Southern Italy

8-Day
Civitavecchia (Rome) to Dubrovnik
Departing: April 2023
Explore Italy’s breathtaking south with visits to
the picturesque lemon-growing coastal town of
Sorrento, and navigate the Tyrrhenian Sea to Amalfi.
Cruise onwards to the Sicilian town of Giardini
Naxos, the port city of Crotone, Otranto in Italy’s
Apulia region and Monopoli on the Adriatic Sea.

Amalfi, Italy

CROATIA

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

ITALY
Adriatic Sea

EmeraldPLUS

Dubrovnik

	Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation
and tasting

Civitavecchia
(Rome)
Monopoli

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	2 excursions, including a walking tour of Taormina

Sorrento
Amalfi

DiscoverMORE
10
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

7

Crotone

Mediterranean Sea

Giardini Naxos
7

46

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Number of nights

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

Otranto

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Highlights of Southern Italy
Day 1 Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Upon your arrival in Civitavecchia, you’ll board your spectacular superyacht,
Emerald Azzurra, to commence your yacht cruise.

Day 2 Sorrento

A quaint resort credited with inspiring the works of Charles Dickens and Leo
Tolstoy, Sorrento provides a romantic introduction to the Amalfi Coast. The
historic town has spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, and its maze of
cobbled streets is punctuated with cosy cafés.
Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation and tasting
Guided tour of Pompeii

Walking tour of Capri

Day 3 Amalfi

Sitting in the foothills of Mount Cerreto, the ambient setting of Amalfi is
a pleasant collection of piazzas and waterfront restaurants. Despite its
diminutive size, this town was once a maritime powerhouse.
Amalfi Coast by kayak

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

Day 4 Giardini Naxos

Giardini Naxos is a gorgeous beach resort, with a resplendent horseshoe
bay and seafront lined with bars and restaurants.
A walking tour of Taormina
‘The Godfather’ tour

Alcantara river tubing

Day 5 Crotone

At the very tip of Southern Italy is the Calabrian city of Crotone. Legend has
it that it owes its name to Greek half-god Hercules, and there are Aegean
influences at every turn, including the remnants of Apollo’s temple.
Visit to Santa Severina village

Monopoli, Italy

Day 6 Otranto

Regarded as ‘the far east of Italy’, Otranto gazes out on to the Adriatic Sea
and was a key port for trade and conquest during Roman times. Today,
you’ll find a picturesque town of fortifications, mouthwatering seafood
restaurants and a pleasant beach.

Included in your cruise

Guided tour of Lecce

Day 7 Monopoli

Tracing its origins back to 545 AD, Monopoli is a melting pot of Byzantine,
Venetian and Turkish influence. Its charming harbour is surrounded by
medieval stone walls, while the Church of the Purgatory features a Baroque
chapel of mummified citizens that passed on.

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

7 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

20 meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 7 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

Tour of Monopoli

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

Discover the Trulli of Alberobello

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Guided tour of Ostuni

Day 8 Dubrovnik, Croatia

Your luxurious yacht cruise concludes in the medieval city of Dubrovnik,
where you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

8-Day Highlights of Southern Italy
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E02M

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Otranto, Italy
*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Dubrovnik to Civitavecchia (Rome).

Apr 04, 11*

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€3,575

€3,920

B

Balcony Suite

4

€4,460

€4,900

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€6,700

€7,390

A

Balcony Suite

5

€4,635

€5,095

T

Terrace Suite

5

€6,320

€6,965

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€5,825

€6,420

6

€10,550

€11,670

SA Owner’s Suite

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover the Highlights
of the Mediterranean

Fiskardo, Greece

15-Day
Nice to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: April 2023

FRANCE

Start your journey along the French and Italian
rivieras, where the rugged cliffs and turquoise coves
of resort towns provide the most idyllic backdrop
for a vibrant café culture. From the northwestern
tip of Corsica, right down to the south, you’ll sail
to eastern Italy and down to Capri, Sorrento and
Amalfi. Continue onwards to north Cephalonia and
the fishing village of Fiskardo, before sailing the
Corinth Canal and concluding in Athens.

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

ITALY

Menton
Nice
Calvi

Portofino
Portoferraio
Porto Ercole
Adriatic Sea
Civitavecchia
14
(Rome)

Bonifacio
Capri

Sorrento
Amalfi

GREECE
Cephalonia
Island

Mediterranean Sea

14 Number of nights

Corinth
Canal

Giardini Naxos

Cruise

Itea
(Delphi)
Athens
(Piraeus)

Cruise start/finish

EmeraldPLUS
City tour of Menton with a visit to a
	
farmer's market
 uided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation
G
	
and tasting

EmeraldACTIVE
Hiking tour to Forte Filippo
	
Hiking tour of Cephalonia island

Included in your cruise
■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

14 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	6 excursions, including a a guided tour of Delphi

DiscoverMORE
16
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Discover the Highlights
of the Mediterranean
Day 1 Nice, France

Your yacht cruise starts in Nice, where you’ll embark Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Menton

France’s Cote d’Azure is synonymous with outstanding beauty, and
Menton is this famous region at its gorgeous best. Nestled between
Monaco and Italy, the seaside town is a wonderful mix of unique
architecture and luscious gardens.
City tour of Menton including a visit to the farmer's market
Tour of Monaco & Eze

Day 3 Portofino, Italy

The unassuming village of Portofino provides another tempting taste
of the Italian Riviera. Its colourful buildings and slower pace of life have
made it an attractive hideaway for the rich and famous.
Culinary experience in Rapallo

Kayaking tour of Tigullian Bay

Day 10 Sorrento

A quaint resort credited with inspiring the works of Charles Dickens and Leo
Tolstoy, Sorrento provides a romantic introduction to the Amalfi Coast. The
historic town has spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, and its maze of
cobbled streets is punctuated with cafés and restaurants.
Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation and tasting
Guided tour of UNESCO World Heritage-listed Pompeii

Day 11 Amalfi

Sitting in the foothills of Mount Cerreto, the ambient setting of Amalfi is
a pleasant collection of piazzas and waterfront restaurants. Despite its
diminutive size, this town was once a maritime powerhouse. Enjoy a day
at leisure.
The Amalfi Coast by Kayak

Day 12 Giardini Naxos

Giardini Naxos is a gorgeous beach resort, with a resplendent horseshoe
bay and seafront lined with bars and restaurants.

Guided hike to San Fruttuoso

Day 4 Portoferraio

One of the oldest towns on Elba Island, Portoferraio oozes Tuscan charm.
A favourite among beach-lovers and history buffs alike, it’s known for
enticing sandy shores and distinctive Medici forts, dating back to
the 1500s.
Napoleon’s Path and Tasting at La Chiusa winery
Guided hike to Mount Capanne

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

Panoramic tour of Western Elba

A tour of Taormina
Alcantara river tubing

Day 13 Cephalonia Island, Greece

At the northern tip of Cephalonia, the picturesque village of Fiskardo is the
largest of the Ionian islands. Wonderfully preserved Venetian architecture
gives it its truly unique style, while cafés, bars, restaurants and shops line
the harbour alongside boats and yachts.

Day 5 Calvi, Corsica

Follow in the footsteps of Christopher Columbus as you arrive in Calvi.
This vibrant area of Corsica is said to have been the home of the intrepid
explorer, and you’ll be sure to fall in love with its winding streets and
quaint beaches.
Discover Old Corsica with its villages

Guided hike

Day 6 Bonifacio

The striking citadel heralds your introduction to Bonifacio. Established in
833, this charming Corsican port provides stunning views from its ancient
fortress that, on a clear day, stretch all the way to Sardinia.
Tour of Bonifacio with tasting
Corsican countryside and wine tasting

Highlights of Cephalonia
Hiking tour of Cephalonia Island

Day 14 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

From the waterfront town of Itea, explore the archaeological site of Delphi,
regarded by the ancient Greeks to be the centre of the world. Sail the
Corinth Canal, built in the 19th-century, connecting the Ionian and
Aegean seas.
Guided tour of Delphi

Day 15 Athens (Piraeus)

Your time aboard Emerald Azzurra comes to an end in the city of Athens.
After bidding farewell to the crew and your fellow passengers, you will be
transferred to the airport for your return flight home.

Day 7 Porto Ercole, Italy

Perched on the coast of Tuscany, Porto Ercole is one of Italy’s hidden
gems. Translated as the ‘Port of Hercules’, this sleepy bay is a scene of
incredible architecture and local seafood that is an absolute delight.
Tour of Porto Ercole
Hiking tour to Forte Filippo
Siena and Montalcino, the heart of medieval Tuscany

Day 8 Civitavecchia (Rome)

Taormina, Italy

Dating back to the 2nd century, this port town northwest of Rome is home
to a number of well-preserved Roman monuments.
City Tour of Rome

Day 9 Capri

An island in Italy’s Bay of Naples, Capri is synonymous with stunning natural
beauty. Turquoise water and beautiful coves dot the dramatic coastline, and
high-end hotels, shopping and cuisine attract the rich and famous as they
dock in the beautiful Marina Grande.
Walking tour of Capri

15-Day Discover the Highlights of the Mediterranean
2023 Departure Dates
TTour Code: 2M04

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Apr 25

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€7,370

€8,565

B

Balcony Suite

4

€9,040

€10,525
€15,505

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€13,270

A

Balcony Suite

5

€9,370

€10,915

T

Terrace Suite

5

€12,550

€14,655

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

6

€11,620

€13,565

6

€20,545

€24,065

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover French
& Italian Coastlines

Porto Ercole, Italy

15-Day
Dubrovnik to Nice
Departing: April 2023

CROATIA

FRANCE

ITALY

Menton

From beautiful Croatia to southern Italy and the
idyllic French Riviera, visit a plethora of cultural
highlights along this stunning route. Bask in the
waters of Sicily’s Giardini Naxos, explore the
romantic Amalfi Coast, discover the lively marina of
Bonifacio and wander the crescent-shaped bay of
Calvi on the northern tip of Corsica.

Portofino

Nice
Portoferraio
Calvi

Porto Ercole
14

Bonifacio

Civitavecchia
(Rome)

Monopoli

Sorrento
Amalfi
Crotone

Mediterranean Sea

14 Number of nights

Dubrovnik
Adriatic Sea

Otranto

Giardini Naxos

Cruise

Cruise start/finish

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

Included in your cruise

EmeraldPLUS
Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation
	
and tasting
City tour of Menton including a visit to the
	
farmer's market

EmeraldACTIVE

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

14 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

Hiking tour to Forte Filippo
	

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	4 excursions, including a tour of Porto Ercole

DiscoverMORE
22
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Discover French
& Italian Coastlines
Day 1 Dubrovnik, Croatia

Your Eastern Mediterranean cruise starts in the historic city of Dubrovnik,
where you’ll board your luxury superyacht, Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Monopoli, Italy

On Puglia’s Adriatic coast, Monopoli’s name originates from the Greek
meaning ‘unique’ and ‘singular’. The town’s fascinating main attraction is
the Baroque cathedral with its bell tower, while café culture spills into the
streets and beaches are fewer, but beautiful.
Tour of Monopoli
Discover the Trulli of Alberobello

Guided tour of Ostuni

Day 3 Otranto

At the easternmost point of Italy, this still active fishing port sits on the
Adriatic Sea looking out towards Greece. A charming town in Italy’s Puglia
region, dominated by a 15th-century castle, it is within close proximity
to stunning beaches and home to two lakes, the Alìmini Grande and the
Alìmini Piccolo.

Day 10 Bonifacio, Corsica

On the southern tip of Corsica, Bonifacio’s close proximity to Sardinia gives
it a certain Italian charm. Dating back to 833, the town is perched atop
a limestone platform and home to a bustling marina, overlooked by its
medieval clifftop citadel.
Tour of Bonifacio with tasting
Corsican countryside and wine tasting

Day 11 Calvi

On the northwest coast of Corsica, Calvi is recognised for its beaches and
crescent-shaped bay and believed to be the birthplace of Christopher
Columbus.
Discover Old Corsica with its villages

Day 12 Portoferraio, Italy

The capital and main seaport of Elba Island, Portoferraio is one of the oldest
towns on the island and considered its capital.
Napoleon’s Path and Tasting at La Chiusa winery

Guided tour of Lecce

Guided hike to Mount Capanne

Day 4 Crotone

Occupying the ‘toe’ of the Italian Peninsula, live like a true Italian among the
maze of narrow alleys and squares in this stunning city.
Visit to Santa Severina village

Along the coastline of the Italian Riviera, the fishing village of Portofino is
home to a picturesque square where pastel coloured houses and seafood
restaurants spill out onto the yacht-lined harbour.
Culinary experience in Rapallo

This Sicilian town has recently become a seaside resort, home to white
sandy beaches and beautiful bays, located at the foot of the sensational
hilltop town of Taormina.
A walking tour of Taormina
Alcantara River Tubing

Day 6 Amalfi

A scenic town built on the dramatic cliff edges of the Amalfi Coast.
Contrasting white buildings seemingly rise from the water’s edge to a
promenade stretching along the Mediterranean.
Amalfi Coast by kayak

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

Day 7 Sorrento

Perched atop the rocky cliffs of the Sorrentine Peninsula, the breathtaking
beauty of this coastal town promises wonderful restaurants and bars with
sweeping views of the azure water below.

Panoramic tour of Western Elba

Day 13 Portofino

Day 5 Giardini Naxos

‘The Godfather’ tour

Guided hike

Kayaking tour of Tigullian Bay

Guided hike to San Fruttuoso

Day 14 Menton, France

On the French Riviera, Menton is spectacularly situated between Monaco
and Italy. Where the Alps rise from the waters of the Mediterranean and its
very own microclimate leans towards sub-tropical, a world of lush green
beauty thrives with rare plants alongside some truly beautiful monuments
to the past.
City tour of Menton including a visit to the farmer's market
Tour of Monaco & Eze

Day 15 Nice

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation and tasting
Guided tour of Pompeii

Walking tour of Capri

Day 8 Civitavecchia (Rome)

Dating back to the 2nd century, this port town northwest of Rome is home
to a number of well-preserved Roman monuments.
City Tour of Rome
Menton, France

Day 9 Porto Ercole

A picturesque coastal town on the southern Tuscan coast, Porto Ercole’s
pretty harbour is a fashionable weekend destination for Italians.
Tour of Porto Ercole
Hiking tour to Forte Filippo

15-Day Discover French & Italian Coastlines
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2M01

Jul 01*
Sep 09*, 30

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€6,905

€7,990

B

Balcony Suite

4

€8,575

€9,950

Siena and Montalcino, the heart of medieval Tuscany
CAT Stateroom/Suite

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Nice to Dubrovnik.

Full
Fare
from

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€12,805

€14,930

A

Balcony Suite

5

€8,905

€10,340

T

Terrace Suite

5

€12,085

€14,080

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€11,155

€12,990

6

€20,080

€23,490

SA Owner’s Suite

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover Treasures of Italy,
Greece & Turkey

Pompeii, Naples, Italy

19-Day
Civitavecchia (Rome) to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: February & May 2023
Embark on an idyllic route along the Ionian and
Aegean seas, visiting beautiful destinations in Italy,
Greece and Turkey. The stunning Amalfi Coast and
Bay of Naples will enchant you, while the Greek
islands boast a rich history and Istanbul offers a
wonderful contrast of cultures.

Adriatic Sea

Black Sea

ITALY
Civitavecchia
(Rome)
Sorrento
Amalfi
Capri

Istanbul

GREECE
Cephalonia
Island

Giardini Naxos
18

Volos
Itea

Canakkale
Aegean Sea

Mykonos

Corinth Athens
Canal (Piraeus)

TURKEY
Kusadasi

Ermoupolis
Santorini

Rhodes

Mediterranean Sea

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

18 Number of nights

Cruise

Cruise start/finish

EmeraldPLUS
Guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation
	
and tasting

Included in your cruise

Concert at Apollo Theatre in Ermoupolis
	

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

18 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

53 meals: 18 breakfasts, 17 lunches and 18 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to

EmeraldACTIVE
Hiking tour in Cephalonia
Guided bike tour of Çanakkale
Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and
surrounding areas

accompany lunch and dinner
■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	11 excursions, including a walking tour of Catania

DiscoverMORE
16 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
	
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

52

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Discover Treasures of Italy,
Greece & Turkey
Day 1 Civitavecchia (Rome), Italy

Your yacht cruise starts in Civitavecchia, where you’ll embark
Emerald Azzurra.

Day 12 Istanbul, Turkey

Turkey’s economic, cultural and historic centre, Istanbul straddles Europe
and Asia, something evident from the wonderful east-meets-west vibe.
Istanbul city tour

Day 2 Capri

An island in Italy’s Bay of Naples, Capri is synonymous with stunning natural
beauty. Turquoise water and beautiful coves dot the dramatic coastline, and
high-end hotels, shopping and cuisine attract the rich and famous as they
dock in the beautiful Marina Grande.
Walking tour of Capri

Whirling dervishes show

Day 13 Istanbul

Meet open-minded locals as you immerse yourself in their light-hearted
spirit, learn about its cultural heritage from architectural masterpieces and
enjoy strong culinary diversity.

Day 3 Sorrento

Tour of Topkapi Palace and Cisterns

A quaint resort credited with inspiring the works of Charles Dickens and Leo
Tolstoy, Sorrento provides a romantic introduction to the Amalfi Coast. The
historic town has spectacular views over the Bay of Naples, and its maze of
cobbled streets is punctuated with cafés and restaurants.
A guided tour of Sorrento with gelato presentation and tasting

Day 14 Çanakkale

The Çanakkale Province is a destination of intrigue. From the historic
battlefields of Troy and Gallipoli, to the serenity of beautiful beaches and
unique local food.
Guided tour of ANZAC Cove and Gallipoli Peninsula

A guided tour of UNESCO World Heritage-listed Pompeii

Day 4 Amalfi

Sitting in the foothills of Mount Cerreto, the ambient setting of Amalfi is
a pleasant collection of piazzas and waterfront restaurants. Despite its
diminutive size, this town was once a maritime powerhouse. Enjoy a day
at leisure.
The Amalfi Coast by Kayak

Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Day 15 Kuşadasi

Home to a small, Byzantine castle and the Grand Bazaar, selling the wares
of numerous merchants and much in the way of monuments to the past.
Guided tour of Ephesus

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

Guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas
Guided tour of Sirince village

Day 5 Giardini Naxos

Giardini Naxos is a gorgeous beach resort, with a resplendent horseshoe
bay and seafront lined with bars and restaurants.
A tour of Taormina

Alcantara river tubing

Day 16 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands, Rhodes seemingly has it all. Lush
green valleys, golden beaches and archaeological sites.
Guided tour of Rhodes

Day 6 Cephalonia Island, Greece

Cephalonia is the largest of the Ionian islands and arguably the most
beautiful. The island was also made famous when it featured in the
Hollywood movie ‘Captain Corelli’s Mandolin’.
Highlights of Cephalonia

Guided hiking tour

Embark on a guided tour of Delphi, before navigating the Corinth Canal
from Itea to Athens.

Santorini’s stunning whitewashed buildings grip to the beautiful rugged
cliffs, overlooking where the Aegean Sea meets with white sandy beaches.
Greek cooking class

Oia and winery visit

Akrotiri & Prehistoric Museum of Thera

Day 18 Mykonos

Clear blue skies, renowned beaches and whitewashed windmills make
Mykonos the perfect port stop.

A guided tour of Delphi

Day 8 Athens (Piraeus)

Gastronomic tour of Mykonos

The Greek capital, Athens was the heart of Ancient Greece, the remnants of
which have been beautifully preserved, namely the Acropolis.

Discover the ancient and modern art of mosaic making
Ancient Delos

Athens city tour with visit to the Acropolis

Day 9 Ermoupolis, Syros Island

Ermoupolis is a stunning town. Architectural splendour is a striking
reminder of a brilliant past, as a neo-classical influence combines with that
of Ancient Greece and western Europe.
Concert at Apollo Theatre

Day 10 Volos

Built near the site of ancient Iolcus, Volos is situated at the foot of
Mount Pelion.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora Monasteries with Greek lunch

Day 11 At Sea

Guided tour of Lindos

Day 17 Santorini

Day 7 Itea (Delphi) & Corinth Canal

Walking tour of Syros

Turkish baths experience

Island tour of Mykonos and Ano Mera Monastery

Day 19 Athens (Piraeus)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

19-Day Discover Treasures of Italy, Greece & Turkey
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2M11

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Feb 25*

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

May 02
Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€7,890

€9,140

€9,275

€10,765

B

Balcony Suite

4

€10,035

€11,660

€11,910

€13,865

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€15,475

€18,060

€18,200

€21,265

A

Balcony Suite

5

€10,460

€12,160

€12,420

€14,465

T

Terrace Suite

5

€14,540

€16,960

€17,350

€20,265

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€13,350

€15,560

€15,735

€18,365

6

€24,825

€29,060

€27,890

€32,665

SA Owner’s Suite

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athens (Piraeus) to Civitavecchia (Rome). Reverse itinerary is subject to port changes.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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The Red Sea
Home to some of the world’s
warmest and saltiest seawater, the
Red Sea is a remarkable body of
water. Where technicolour coral
reef displays draw divers from
around the world to view its thriving
biodiversity, and luxury resorts line
its shores.
Of course, its part to play in biblical
history excites and intrigues intrepid
explorers, who flock to witness its
powerful, divine properties.

Hurghada, Red Sea, Egypt

54

Highlights:
Each cruise has been carefully designed to give you the freedom to explore
at your own pace.
■

■

■

Hurghada: Stretching almost 25 miles along the Red Sea coast, Hurghada is
a wonderful mix of old and new. Its stunning coral reefs have earned it the
recognition as one of the best scuba diving spots in the world. Visit the old
town of El Daha for its winding narrow streets and traditional bazaars, and
Sakalla, for its more modern, bustling town centre.
Aqaba: Jordan’s only coastal city is the gateway to the Wadi Rum desert.
Gaze in awe as the sun sets over the red sand dunes for an ethereal
experience and taste tea amongst friendly locals at Palm Beach. Visit
Mamluk Castle, the site of one of the First World War’s most famous
battles, and explore the Sherif al-Hussein bin Ali Mosque, an architectural
vision and place of worship.
Haifa: Bordered by Galilee, Haifa is northern Israel’s largest city. Take
a cable car to the summit of Mount Carmel for exquisite views of the
bay, or visit one of the city’s many museums, outdoor gardens, religious
monuments or historic attractions.
55

Holy Land, Suez Canal
& the Red Sea

11-Day
Limassol to Aqaba
Departing: January 2023
Journey from Limassol, Cyprus, to Haifa on the north
slope of Mount Carmel before exploring Ashdod,
known for its biblical history. Onwards to Alexandria,
home to a lighthouse once ranked as one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. Sail along the
Suez Canal, uncover Ain Sokhna, concluding in the
Jordanian port city of Aqaba.
Bahá'í Gardens, Haifa, Israel

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

CYPRUS
Limassol

EmeraldPLUS

10

	The Great Pyramids of Giza and Felucca cruise
on the Nile

Mediterranean Sea

Haifa
Ashdod

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	3 excursions, including a panoramic Alexandria
city tour with visit to Montazah Gardens

Suez
Canal

DiscoverMORE
4
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

ISRAEL
JORDAN

Alexandria

Ain
Sokhna

Aqaba

EGYPT
Hurghada

10 Number of nights

56

Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Red Sea

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE RED SEA

Holy Land, Suez Canal
& the Red Sea
Day 1 Limassol, Cyprus

Your luxurious yacht cruise begins in the Cypriot city of Limassol, where
you’ll embark Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Haifa, Israel

Described as ‘Israel’s San Francisco’, Haifa is home to breathtaking scenery
and fascinating culture. Set on the foothills of Mount Carmel, the country’s
third-largest city features the Bahá'í Gardens, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and a pilgrimage for those of Bahá'í faith.
Haifa city tour

Day 3 Ashdod

Ashdod is awash with religious monuments such as Giv’at Yonah, the
highest point in the city and believed to be the burial site of the prophet
Jonah.
The best of Jerusalem and Bethlehem
Masada Fortress and the Dead Sea
Culinary workshop at Jerusalem’s Machne Yehuda Market

Day 4 Ashdod

The coastal city of Ashdod plays a major role in the teachings of the Bible. It
is where the Philistines were said to have captured the Ark of the Covenant,
and today it still marks the starting point for pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
A walking tour of Jaffa and highlights of Tel Aviv

Day 5 Alexandria, Egypt

Immerse yourself in the culture of the ‘Pearl of the Mediterranean’. Dating
back to the 15th-century, Qaitbay Citadel is recognised as one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, and is said to contain remnants of
Alexandria’s original 3rd century BC lighthouse.

Aqaba, Jordan

Panoramic Alexandria city tour with visit to Montazah Gardens

Included in your cruise

Day 6 Transit Suez Canal

A sea-level waterway running across the Isthmus of Suez in Egypt,
connecting the Mediterranean and the Red seas.

Day 7 Transit Suez Canal - Ain Sokhna

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

10 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

29 meals: 10 breakfasts, 9 lunches and 10 dinners
Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

Continuing the Transit through the Suez Canal before arriving at Ain
Sokhna.

■

Day 8 Ain Sokhna

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Situated on the shore of the Red Sea’s Gulf of Suez, Ain Sokhna is the
nearest beach resort to the Egyptian capital Cairo.
The Great Pyramids of Giza and Felucca cruise on the Nile

Day 9 At Sea
Day 10 Hurghada

Stretching for over 40km along Egypt’s Red Sea coast and renowned for
its stunning coral reefs and scuba diving, Hurghada is a lively beach resort
town, enjoying a wealth of restaurants, bars and coffee shops.
Bedouin Experience

Day 11 Aqaba, Jordan

Your luxurious yacht cruise comes to an end in Aqaba, where you’ll bid
farewell to the crew and your fellow passengers before disembarking
Emerald Azzurra. You’ll be transferred to the airport for your return
flight home.

11-Day Holy Land, Suez Canal & the Red Sea
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E02P

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Jan 05*, 15, 25*

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from
€5,395

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€5,015

B

Balcony Suite

4

€6,575

€7,125

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€10,280

€11,240

A

Balcony Suite

5

€6,875

€7,460

T

Terrace Suite

5

€9,780

€10,685

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

SA Owner’s Suite

6

€8,825

€9,625

6

€15,975

€17,570

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Aqaba to Limassol, reverse itinerary is subject to change of ports.
Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover the Red Sea,
Holy Land, Turkey & Greece

NEW
Hurghada, Egypt
Black Sea

21-Day

Istanbul

Aqaba to Athens (Piraeus)
Departing: January 2023

Canakkale

GREECE

Kusadasi

Athens
(Piraeus)

Small fishing villages and resort towns entice
adventurers with their world-class diving. Wonders
of the ancient world, cities with biblical tales to tell
and bustling grand bazaars combine to create an
eclectic itinerary promising a remarkable insight into
Turkish, Greek and Egyptian cultures.

TURKEY

Aegean Sea

Volos

Bodrum

Ermoupolis

Rhodes

CYPRUS
Limassol
Paphos

20

Mediterranean Sea

Haifa
Ashdod

ISRAEL
Alexandria

Suez
Canal

JORDAN

Ain
Sokhna

Aqaba

EGYPT
Hurghada

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary
EmeraldPLUS

Concert at Apollo theatre in Ermoupolis
	

EmeraldACTIVE
 guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and
A
surrounding areas

Red Sea

Cruise start/finish

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
	11 excursions, including an Istanbul city tour

DiscoverMORE
11 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69

Included Excursion

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

20 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

59 meals: 20 breakfasts, 19 lunches and 20 dinners

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

A guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Key:

Cruise

Included in your cruise

The Great Pyramids of Giza and Felucca cruise
	
on the Nile

58

20 Number of nights

EmeraldPLUS

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE RED SEA

Discover the Red Sea,
Holy Land, Turkey & Greece
Day 1 Aqaba, Jordan

Meet your luxurious superyacht, Emerald Azzurra, in Aqaba and embark on
your unforgettable cruise.

Day 13 Rhodes, Greece

The capital of the Dodecanese Islands, the medieval city is a UNESCO
World Heritage-listed site.
A guided tour of Rhodes

Day 2 Hurghada, Egypt

Once a small fishing village, Hurghada has become a popular tourist
destination renowned for its world-class diving.
A Bedouin Experience

Day 3 Ain Sokhna

A guided tour of Lindos

Day 14 Bodrum, Turkey

Home to one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the Mausoleum at
Halicarnassus, this historic city has two contrasting sides, east and west.

Situated on the western shore of the Red Sea’s Gulf of Suez, Ain Sokhna is
the nearest beach resort to Cairo.

Discover
one of the ancient wonders of the world: The tomb

of Mausolus

Day 4 Ain Sokhna – Transit Suez Canal

A visit to a farmer's market, followed by a cooking class to learn how to
make local delicacies

Ain Sokhna means ‘hot spring’ in Arabic, and gets its name from the
bubbling springs in the Ataka Mountains.
The Great Pyramids of Giza and Felucca cruise on the Nile

Day 5 Transit Suez Canal

Day 15 Kuşadasi

This beach resort town on Turkey’s west coast is home to a small Byzantine
castle and the Grand Bazaar.
A guided tour of Ephesus

A sea-level waterway running across the Isthmus of Suez in Egypt,
connecting the Mediterranean and the Red seas.

A guided bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas
A guided tour of Sirince village

Day 6 Alexandria

Founded by Alexander the Great, the city was the country’s ancient capital
for over a thousand years.
A panoramic city tour with visit to Montazah Gardens

Day 16 Çanakkale

Historic battlefields, serene beaches, and wineries, the Çanakkale Province
is a destination of intrigue.
A guided tour of ANZAC cove and Gallipoli peninsula

Day 7 Alexandria

Dating back to the 15th century, Qaitbay Citadel is recognised as one of the
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World.
A guided tour of El Alamein

A guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Day 17 Istanbul

Immerse yourself in the light-hearted spirit of Istanbul.
Istanbul city tour

Day 8 Ashdod, Israel

The coastal city of Ashdod marks the starting point for pilgrimages to the
Holy Land.
A walking tour of Jaffa and highlights of Tel Aviv

Day 9 Ashdod

For centuries, Ashdod has been home to plentiful cultures, but the city
really sprang to life following the founding of modern Israel.

Turkish baths experience

Day 18 At Sea
Day 19 Volos, Greece

Built near the site of ancient Iolcus, Volos is situated at the foot of
Mount Pelion.
Sightseeing tour of Meteora monasteries with a Greek lunch

The best of Jerusalem and Bethlehem
Masada Fortress and the Dead Sea
A culinary workshop at Jerusalem’s Machne Yehuda Market

Day 20 Ermoupolis, Syros Island

The capital of the Aegean island of Syros, Ermoupolis’ architectural
splendour is a reminder of a brilliant past.

Day 10 Haifa

Walking tour of Ermoupolis

Haifa is the country’s third-largest city and home to the UNESCO World
Heritage-listed Bahá'í Gardens.
A Haifa city tour

Day 11 Limassol, Cyprus

The city of Limassol dates back to around the 2nd century B.C. Explore the
historic streets of Lemesos.
A city tour of Limassol

Day 12 Paphos

Dating back to Neolithic times, historic charm and an abundance of
beautiful beaches bring this city to life.
Monuments of Paphos

Tour of Topkapi Palace and cisterns

Concert at Apollo Theatre

Day 21 Athens (Piraeus)

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.
21-Day Discover the Red Sea, Holy Land, Turkey & Greece
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2P02

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Jan 25*

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€9,125

€10,340

B

Balcony Suite

4

€11,790

€13,470

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€18,305

€21,140

A

Balcony Suite

5

€12,305

€14,080

T

Terrace Suite

5

€17,315

€19,975

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€15,755

€18,135

6

€28,880

€33,580

SA Owner’s Suite
*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Athen (Piraeus) to Aqaba, reverse itinerary is subject to change of ports.

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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The Black Sea
Situated between Europe and
Asia, the fascinating Black Sea
is surrounded by Turkey, Russia,
Bulgaria, Romania, Georgia and
the Ukraine.
Embrace the spirit of countries with
vast tales to tell, explore historic
battlefields and walk golden
beaches. Watch as Middle Eastern
and Western European cultures
collide in spectacular fashion.

Blue Mosque, Istanbul

60

NEW

Highlights:
Each cruise has been carefully designed to give you the freedom to explore
at your own pace.
■

■

■

■

Çanakkale: In northwestern Turkey, Çanakkale is the gateway to the
Gallipoli battlefields. Visit Anzac Cove on the Gallipoli peninsula and walk
in the footsteps of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps who landed
there during the First World War.
Istanbul: This Turkish city holds ancient tradition close, while allowing
other cultures to make their mark for the better. Often described as
multiple cities within one, a vibrant, cosmopolitan social scene coexists in
the company of monuments to its Ottoman and Byzantine past. Marvel at
the cascading domes and six minarets of the Blue Mosque, built for
Sultan Ahmet, renowned for its blue Iznik tiles inside, from which it gets
its nickname.
Sochi: One of Russia’s southernmost cities, Sochi is situated along the
Black Sea on the ‘Russian Riviera’. A subtropical resort made popular by
the Russian elite, it is famous for its mineral springs and beautiful coastline
with the stunning backdrop of the Caucasus Mountains.
Odessa: Founded in the late 18th century as a Russian naval fortress, the
Ukrainian city of Odessa is one of the most significant industrial ports in
the Black Sea. Home to beautiful beaches, quaint pastel buildings and the
stunning old town with a spectacular opera house, it attracts visitors from
around the world with its vibrant cultural and artistic scene.
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Mykonos, Gallipoli
& Essence of the Black Sea

NEW

15-Day
Athens (Piraeus) to Istanbul
Departing: August 2023
Explore the pretty whitewashed buildings of
Mykonos and vibrant Istanbul, taking in the very
best of Turkey and the culture and history of Sochi
en-route.
Varna, Bulgaria

Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
unique to your itinerary

UKRAINE
Odessa

EmeraldPLUS
ROMANIA

	Palaces of Odessa with private recital

RUSSIA

Sulina
Sochi

14

EmeraldACTIVE

BULGARIA

Guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Varna

Black Sea

Nessebar

GEORGIA
Batumi

Guided bike tour of Istanbul

Istanbul

EmeraldEXCURSIONS

GREECE

8 excursions, including a guided tour of Trabzon

DiscoverMORE

Bartin

Sinop
Trabzon

Canakkale
Aegean Sea

TURKEY
Athens
(Piraeus)

Mykonos

12
 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
14 Number of nights
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

Cruise

EmeraldACTIVE

Cruise start/finish

DiscoverMORE

THE BLACK SEA

Mykonos, Gallipoli
& Essence of the Black Sea
Day 1 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Your Black Sea cruise starts in the historic city of Athens, where you’ll board
your luxury superyacht, Emerald Azzurra.

Day 2 Mykonos

Clear blue skies and whitewashed windmills make Mykonos the perfect
port stop.
A walking tour of Mykonos

Day 3 Çanakkale, Turkey

The Çanakkale Province is home to historic battlefields, serene beaches, and
unique local food.

Day 12 Sulina, Romania

Sulina port was one of the most important ports on the Danube, the waters
of which flow into the Black Sea and form the largest and best preserved of
Europe’s deltas.
Danube delta safari

Day 13 Varna, Bulgaria

Bulgaria’s maritime capital, Varna is the most interesting and cosmopolitan
town on the Black Sea coast. A crossroads between the Middle East and
Western Europe, its mild weather and golden sandy beaches have made it a
well-known summer tourist destination since ancient times.
A guided tour of Varna

A guided tour of ANZAC cove and Gallipoli peninsula

Visit the botanical gardens and Palace of Romanian Queen in Balchik

A guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Day 14 Nessebar

Day 4 Istanbul

Turkey’s economic, cultural and historic centre, Istanbul straddles Europe
and Asia.
Istanbul city tour
A guided bike tour of Istanbul
Turkish baths experience

Originally a Thracian settlement, Nessebar became a Greek colony at the
beginning of the 6th century BC. But the peninsular town possesses more
than the remains of an assortment of iconic and historic eras. This hub on
the Black Sea changed the world because the very concept of money was
invented here.
Art and history tour

Day 5 Bartin

Located on the edge of the Black Sea in Turkey, Bartin is the gateway
to the mythical Safranbolu, a former caravan station that has preserved
its typically Ottoman architecture and is now listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage-listed site.

Day 15 Istanbul, Turkey

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport
for your return flight home.

Discover Bartin and Amasra

Included in your cruise

Day 6 Sinop

Sinop seaport is on the southern coast of the Black Sea. It lies on an isthmus
linking the Boztepe Peninsula to the mainland and is shut off from the
Anatolian Plateau to the south by high, forest-clad mountains.
Historical Sinop prison and city tour

Day 7 Trabzon

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

14 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

41 meals: 14 breakfasts, 13 lunches and 14 dinners

■

Founded by Greek traders from Miletus in the 8th century BC, Trabzon was
once an important stop on the Silk Road, it remains the Black Sea’s busiest
port and is considered the most sophisticated city in the region.
Guided tour of Trabzon

Sumela mountain monastery

Day 8 Batumi, Georgia

An attractive city and popular resort, Batumi’s name comes from the
location of its first settlement, on the left bank of the Bat River.
Petra Fortress and home visit
Botanical Gardens

■

Highlights of Batumi and visit to the

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

Adjara traditions, cuisine and wine

Day 9 Sochi, Russia

Sochi is famous for a wide variety of natural, historical and cultural
attractions. Mountain canyons and underground caves, relict forests and
nature reserves, waterfalls and lakes, cottages of famous people, and
museums – the list is endless.
Hiking in the Western Caucasus
Sochi panorama and visit of Stalin’s Dacha

Russian tea ceremony

15-Day Mykonos, Gallipoli & Essence of the Black Sea
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: E01E

Day 10 At Sea

Aug 05, 19*

Day 11 Odessa, Ukraine

In contrast to other cities in the former Soviet Union, the “Pearl of the Black
Sea” promises a warm Mediterranean climate and café culture. On the
northwestern shore of the Black Sea, it is the third most populous city of the
Ukraine and a major tourism centre, seaport and transport hub.
Palaces of Odessa with private recital
Secrets of the underground Odessa

Cognac Workshop

*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Istanbul to Athens (Piraeus).

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€7,085

€7,770

B

Balcony Suite

4

€9,265

€10,190

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€14,440

€15,940

A

Balcony Suite

5

€9,680

€10,650

T

Terrace Suite

5

€13,740

€15,160

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€12,415

€13,690

6

€22,425

€24,810

SA Owner’s Suite

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Discover the Greek Islands,
Turkey & the Black Sea

NEW
Greek temple, Acropolis, Athens, Greece

22-Day
Athens (Piraeus) to Istanbul
Departing: July & August 2023

UKRAINE
Odessa

Take a walk from ancient history to the modern day,
as the stunning Greek islands of Rhodes, Amorgos
and Mykonos tell tales of the gods that once reigned
over the landscape. Journey through Turkey where
Kuşadasi, Bodrum, Çanakkale and Istanbul provide
thrilling history lessons, world-class scuba diving,
excellent
x-Day cuisine and a unique east-meets-west vibe.

xxx to xxx
Departing: xxx – xxx 2022
Your EmeraldDISCOVERY highlights
xxxxx
unique to your itinerary
EmeraldPLUS

ROMANIA

RUSSIA

Sulina
21

BULGARIA

Sochi

Varna
Black Sea

Nessebar

GEORGIA

Bartin

Batumi

Sinop

Istanbul

Trabzon

Canakkale

GREECE

Aegean Sea

TURKEY
Kusadasi

Athens
(Piraeus)
Mykonos
Bodrum
Patmos
Amorgos
Rhodes

Mediterranean Sea

21 Number of nights

Cruise

Cruise start/finish

A folklore show with local delicacies
Palaces of Odessa with private recital

Included in your cruise

EmeraldACTIVE
A hike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of 		
the apocalypse

■

Airport transfers to and from your yacht

■

 ightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and
S
surrounding areas

21 nights on board the luxurious Emerald Azzurra

■

62 meals: 21 breakfasts, 20 lunches and 21 dinners

Guided bike tour in Çanakkale

■

Complimentary wine, beer and soft drinks to
accompany lunch and dinner

Guided bike tour of Istanbul

EmeraldEXCURSIONS
11 excursions, including a guided tour of Varna

DiscoverMORE
27 DiscoverMORE optional excursions,
available at an additional cost - see pages 66-69
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Key:

Included Excursion

EmeraldPLUS

■

State-of-the-art coffee machines and tea stations

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

First-class service from an English-speaking crew

■

Included excursions with knowledgeable local guides

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

All airport taxes and port charges

EmeraldACTIVE

DiscoverMORE

THE BLACK SEA

Discover the Greek Islands,
Turkey & the Black Sea
Day 1 Athens (Piraeus), Greece

Upon your arrival in Athens, you’ll board your spectacular superyacht,
Emerald Azzurra, to commence your yacht cruise.

Day 12 Bartin

Located on the edge of the Black Sea, Bartin is the gateway to the UNESCO
World Heritage-listed Safranbolu.
Discover Bartin and Amasra

Day 2 Patmos

Patmos island is one of the most beautiful Greek islands.
A walking tour of the old town

Day 13 Sinop

A seaport on the southern coast of the Black Sea in northern Turkey.

A hike to the Monastery of St. John and cave of the apocalypse
A photo safari in Patmos

A glimpse of monastic life

Day 3 Kuşadasi, Turkey

The resort town is home to the ruins of Ephesus.

Historical Sinop prison and city tour

Day 14 Trabzon

Founded by Greek traders in the 8th century BC, Trabzon was once an
important stop on the Silk Road.
Guided walking tour of Trabzon

A guided tour of Ephesus
Sightseeing bike tour of Kuşadasi and surrounding areas
A guided tour of Sirince village

Sumela mountain monastery

Day 15 Batumi, Georgia

Batumi is an attractive city and popular resort.
Highlights of Batumi and visit to the Botanical Gardens

Day 4 Bodrum

The Bodrum Peninsula lies opposite Kos and between Kuşadasi
and Marmaris.
Discover one of the ancient wonders of the world: The tomb of
Mausolus
A guided Scuba diving experience
A visit to a farmer's
market followed by a cooking class to learn how to make local delicacies

Petra Fortress and home visit

Day 16 Sochi, Russia

Famous for a wide variety of natural, historical and cultural attractions.
Sochi panorama and visit to Stalin’s Dacha

Russian tea ceremony

Hiking in the Western Caucasus

Day 5 Rhodes, Greece

Rhodes has a rich historical past, notable by its ancient buildings
and monuments.
A guided tour of Lindos

Adjara traditions, cuisine and wine

Panoramic Rhodes

A guided Scuba diving experience

Day 17 At Sea
Day 18 Odessa, Ukraine

The “Pearl of the Black Sea” has a warm Mediterranean climate and
café culture.
Palaces of Odessa with private recital

Day 6 Amorgos

The road connecting the island’s main villages is among the most stunning
drives in the Cyclades.
A guided city tour of the old town
A folklore show with local delicacies
Highlights of Amorgos

Secrets of the underground Odessa

Day 19 Sulina, Romania

Sulina port was one of the most important on the Danube, the waters of
which flow into the Black Sea and form the largest of Europe’s deltas.

A kayaking tour

Day 7 Mykonos

Mykonos is a whitewashed heaven in the core of the Cyclades.
Discover the ancient and modern art of mosaic making
Ancient Delos
A guided walking tour of Mykonos town with wine tasting

Day 8 Athens Piraeus)

The Black Sea part of your cruise starts in the historic city of Athens.

Cognac Workshop

Danube delta safari

Day 20 Varna, Bulgaria

The most interesting and cosmopolitan town on the Black Sea coast.
A guided tour of Varna
Visit the botanical gardens and the Palace
of Romanian Queen in Balchik

Day 21 Nessebar

This hub on the Black Sea changed the world because the very concept of
money was invented here.
Art and history tour

An Athens city tour with a visit to the Acropolis

Day 22 Istanbul, Turkey

Day 9 Mykonos

Whitewashed windmills make Mykonos the perfect port stop.

Today you’ll disembark Emerald Azzurra and be transferred to the airport.

A walking tour of Mykonos

Day 10 Çanakkale, Turkey

The Çanakkale Province is home to historic battlefields, serene beaches, and
unique local food.

22-Day Discover the Greek Islands, Turkey & the Black Sea
2023 Departure Dates
Tour Code: 2E01

Jul 29

Deck

Earlybird
Fare
from

D

Oceanview Stateroom

3

€10,405

€12,015

€10,620

€12,265

B

Balcony Suite

4

€12,900

€14,950

€13,700

€15,885

A guided tour of ANZAC cove and Gallipoli peninsula
A guided bike tour of Çanakkale

Day 11 Istanbul

Istanbul is Turkey’s economic, cultural and historic centre.
Istanbul city tour

Guided bike tour of Istanbul

Turkish baths experience
*These dates operate a reverse itinerary from Istanbul to Athens (Piraeus).

Aug 19*

CAT Stateroom/Suite

Full
Fare
from

Earlybird
Fare
from

Full
Fare
from

Y

Yacht Suite

4

€19,245

€22,415

€21,035

€24,515

A

Balcony Suite

5

€13,400

€15,535

€14,295

€16,585

T

Terrace Suite

5

€18,160

€21,135

€20,050

€23,355

S

Deluxe Balcony Suite

6

€16,775

€19,505

€18,160

€21,135

6

€30,160

€35,255

€32,340

€37,815

SA Owner’s Suite

Terms & Conditions: All prices are per person, subject to availability and based on a twin-share. Earlybird fares are limited in number, once sold out the full fare will apply. Itineraries and inclusions are subject to change.
For full booking conditions see pages 80-83.
To help you select your cabin, detailed cabin and deck plans can be found on pages 72-79.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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DiscoverMORE
Our extra-special collection of
DiscoverMORE excursions enable
you to explore a location on a
deeper level. Available at an
additional cost, these optional
tours have been designed to
complement our included
excursions, EmeraldPLUS and
EmeraldACTIVE programmes.
We’d advise you to book before
you travel to ensure you secure your
place on your chosen activities, just
look out for the DiscoverMORE icon
across our itineraries.

Explore ancient ruins in Athens

Croatia
Dubrovnik

Walking tour of Dubrovnik*

From €44 per person

Croatia (Krk) continued
Krk
Island tour with wine tasting

From €77 per person

Explore the heart of Dubrovnik’s Old Town and visit Dubrovnik’s most significant
historical landmarks.

Enjoy a guided Island tour including a boat tour to the island of Kosljun, visit
Vrbnik and taste wines produced in a local winery.

Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Franciscan Monastery

Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Kosljun island • Wine & cheese tasting

Dalmatian family dinner experience

Guided bike tour of Krk

From €115 per person

From €70 per person

Immerse yourself in local life as you enjoy a delicious home-hosted dining
experience with a local family.

Explore the unique city of Krk on two wheels. Enter the stunning fortified town
through its four gates as part of a guided bike tour.

Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Home hosted dinner

Includes: Biking guide • Bike tour • Bicycle hire
Please note: Good fitness level required

Please note: Only available with a pre/post Dubrovnik stay

Kayaking tour in Krk

Hvar
Hvar island tour

From €109 per person

Discover the island of Hvar, famous for its historical monuments, and enjoy an
olive oil tasting at a family-owned cellar.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Fortica fortress • Olive oil tasting

Kayaking tour around Hvar
and Pakleni Islands

From €105 per person

Discover the beautiful surroundings of Hvar and Pakleni islands on this fun and
exciting kayak tour.
Includes: Boat transfer to kayaking location • Kayak hire • Local guide

Korčula

Tastes of the Island

From €85 per person

From €138 per person

On this Kayak tour discover the beautiful coastline of the island of Krk. Enjoy a
swim-stop in the crystal-clear Adriatic Sea and explore the local beaches.
Includes: Coach transfer • Kayak guide • Kayaking tour • Kayak hire

Šibenik

Visit to Krka National Park

From €93 per person

Explore the natural beauty of Croatia during a visit to the stunning Krka National
Park, complete with a leisurely boat ride.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Krka waterfalls • Boat trip to
Visovac Island

Visit to the Falcon Centre

From €81 per person

The centre breeds birds of prey, such as the Harris’s Hawk, lanners and
peregrines. Get close to the magnificent falcons, hunters of the sky.

Visit Eko Skoj village estate, see a macaroni pasta demonstration and enjoy
tasting delicious local produce.

Includes: Minibus transfer • Local guide • Falcon centre visit • Snack

Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Farm visit with local tastings

Explore the countryside of Vodice on two wheels, before taking the opportunity
for a swim at a local beach or enjoy exploring Vodice.

Buggy tour 

From €102 per person

Experience Korčula Island on this off road adventure as you discover hidden bays
and glorious landscapes in your 2-seater buggy convertible.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Buggy hire and safari tour (2 people per buggy)
• Local snack • 1 drink

Cooking class 

From €155 per person

Visit the Maha Ranch Estate on this culinary and cultural experience, learn about
and help prepare delicious local delicacies.
Includes: Mini-bus transfer • Guide • Professional chef and sommelier • Cooking class
• 3-course meal paired with wines

Guided bike tour of the Vodice countryside

From €105 per person

Includes: Coach transfer • Biking guide • Bike tour • Bicycle hire

Split

Guided tour of Trogir & Salona

From €59 per person

Explore UNESCO World Heritage-listed Trogir, founded by Greek colonists in the
3rd century BC. Then, visit the ruins of Salona.
Includes: Coach • Local guide • Entrance to cathedral • Entrance Salona archeological site

Zadar

Walking tour of Zadar 

From €43 per person

Uncover the two-thousand-year-old streets of Zadar, the historic capital of
Dalmatia. Visit the Gold & Silver Exhibition and the Museum of Ancient Glass.
Includes: Local guide • Glass museum entrance • Entrance to gold and silver exhibition
• Maraschino liquor tasting
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For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu

DiscoverMORE

Croatia (Zadar) continued
Tour of Pag Island

From €89 per person

Discover the picturesque town of Pag. Visit the Lace Museum and the Salt
Museum and learn about local traditions.
Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Cheese production demonstration and tasting
• Entrance to Pag lace museum • Entrance to Salt museum

Kayak or Rafting on the Zrmanja River

From €123 per person

Greece continued
Athens

Athens city tour with visit to the Acropolis*

From €95 per person

Tour the city’s sights before visiting Athens’ star attraction, the UNESCO World
Heritage-listed Acropolis of Athens.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Acropolis entrance • Local tasting

The Zrmanja River is one of the most beautiful of Croatia’s rivers. Kayak or raft
down its rapids and falls for a fun and memorable experience.

Corfu

Includes: Coach transfer • Local guide • Kayaking tour • Equipment hire • Picnic

Enjoy a private Greek cooking lesson with a local professional chef and have the
chance to taste it.

Cyprus
Limassol

Greek cooking class with a local chef

From €185 per person

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Greek cooking lesson

Jeep tour of the Corfiot countryside

Guided city tour*

From €55 per person

On this guided tour, discover the Curium, the old city of Limassol and the
medieval castle.

From €125 per person

This Jeep adventure on both asphalt and dirt tracks explores the northwestern
parts of the mountainous terrain of Mount Pantokrator. Spectacular views
abound.

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Kourion Ancient Amphitheater

Includes: Jeep excursion • Guide

Egypt
Alexandria

Kayaking sightseeing tour 

From €123 per person

See Corfu from a different perspective on this guided kayak tour.

Guided tour of El Alamein

From €55 per person

Uncover the small village of El Alamein and visit the Military Museum containing
displays of weapons, military garb and tanks.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance to the military museum
Please note: Only available on cruise direction Aqaba to Limassol

Hurghada

Bedouin experience

From €82 per person

You’ll be invited into the tent of hospitable Bedouins, where you’ll sample their
aromatic tea before enjoying a camel ride.
Includes: Jeep transfer • Local guide • Folklore show • Camel ride

France
Bonifacio

Includes: Kayak guide/instructor • Motor boat transfer • Kayak hire

Cephalonia

A taste of Cephalonia

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Winery visit • Entrance to Drogarati Cave • Entrance to
Melissani cave • Drink

Kayaking tour

From €121 per person

Enjoy a guided tour of the delightful Corsican countryside and a wine tasting.
Includes: Transfer • Local tasting • Local guide

Calvi

Discover Old Corsica with its villages

Includes: Kayak guide • Kayak hire

Mykonos

From €80 per person

Includes: Local guide • Mosaic workshop

From €90 per person

Sail to the uninhabited island of Delos, the mythical birthplace of Apollo, and
discover the ruins of this ancient settlement.
Includes: Local guide • Ferry to and from Delos • Entrance fee to the archaeological site

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Snack

Guided hike

From €98 per person

Learn about the ancient and modern art of mosaic making, then create your own
to take home as a souvenir.

Ancient Delos

Witness Corsica’s beautifully rugged scenery.

From €152 per person

Take in the spectacular sights from your kayak on this guided kayaking tour.

Discover the ancient and modern art
of mosaic making

Corsican countryside and wine tasting

From €85 per person

Visit a local wine cooperative to learn about the production of wine. Then, stop
off at Melissani Lake.

From €65 per person

The trail takes you out to the peninsula, passing secluded beaches. Reach the
Revellata Lighthouse, and admire views of the Mediterranean.
Includes: Local guide

Guided walking tour of Mykonos town
and wine tasting

From €105 per person

Enjoy a guided stroll through Mykonos town’s charming streets and picturesque
waterfront, followed by a wine tasting at a winery.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Wine tasting • Local produce tastings

Menton

Tour of Monaco & Eze

From €96 per person

Island tour of Mykonos
and Ano Mera monastery

From €70 per person

Visit Monaco’s old town, see the Prince’s Palace, Prince’s Palace Square and the
cathedral, before a visit to the Place du Casino.

A sightseeing adventure through cosmopolitan Mykonos town, then go beyond
the hustle and bustle to discover the traditional village of Ano Mera.

Includes: Bus • Local guide • Entrance fee to Casino

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Ano Mera monastery

Párga

Nice

Guided tour of Cote d’Azur*

From €105 per person

Uncover the remarkable beauty of the Côte d’Azur on this insightful guided tour,
before visiting the Picasso Museum.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide in Cannes and Antibes • Entrance to the Picasso Museum

Sightseeing tour of Meteora monasteries
including lunch

From €134 per person

This full-day tour uncovers both the monasteries and the spectacular landscapes
of Meteora, and includes a fabulous Greek lunch.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Lunch at local Taverna • Entrance fees for 2 monasteries

Greece
Amorgos

Kayaking tour

Highlights of Amorgos

From €88 per person

You’ll visit significant monuments, including the one thousand-year-old
Monastery of Panagia Chozoviotissa, built into the face of a cliff above the
sparkling Aegean Sea.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Panagia Chozoviotissa‘s monastery
• Entrance to St. George’s Monastery • Local tastings

Kayaking tour

From €140 per person

Enjoy a guided kayak tour along the beautiful coastline of the Ionian Sea,
discovering its stunning beaches.
Includes: Kayak guide • Motor boat transfer • Kayak hire

Hiking tour 

From €90 per person

Hike through the olive groves and reach the chapel of Agia Eleni, where stunning
views of the Ionian Sea are yours to behold.
Includes: Hiking guide

From €81 per person

Explore the stunning scenery from the unique perspective of your kayak.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Equipment hire

Please note - All details and prices are correct at the time of printing. Prices are per person. DiscoverMORE excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum
attendee numbers are not met. Emerald Cruises reserve the right to cancel or change DiscoverMORE excursions at any time. *For guests not staying at our preferred hotel, own
arrangements will need to be made to reach the meeting point of the DiscoverMORE.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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DiscoverMORE

Greece continued
Patmos
Photo safari in Patmos

From €65 per person

You’ll have the opportunity to develop your creative eye as you photograph the
most amazing land and seascapes.
Includes: Transfer • Guide

A glimpse of monastic life

From €165 per person

Enjoy a glimpse of monastic life and a taste of Grecian hospitality on this
enlightening excursion.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Local tasting • Entrance fees

Rhodes

Guided tour of Lindos

From €82 per person

On this picturesque tour, climb the hill to the Acropolis of Lindos and discover
breathtaking panoramic views of the surroundings.

Santa Severina Village, Crotone, Italy

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Donkey ride • Entrance to Lindos Church and Museum

Panoramic Rhodes

From €79 per person

Pretty villages, welcoming locals, picturesque scenery and thermal springs are
yours to uncover on this wonderful tour.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance to Kallithea

Guided Scuba diving experience 

From €144 per person

Visit Kallithea Bay for a scuba diving experience with a guide.
Includes: Boat transfer • Diving guide • Equipment hire

Santorini

Greek cooking class

From €145 per person

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Cooking class

From €77 per person

See the white village of Oia and soak up the culture and history. While exploring
you will learn about the wine of the island, and enjoy a tasting.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Wine tasting

Akrotiri & Prehistoric Museum of Thera

From €80 per person

From €99 per person

Giardini Naxos

The Godfather Tour

From €130 per person

Discover where they filmed parts of the famous films The Godfather I, II and III.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Granita in Bar Vitelli • Entrance to church • Private visit and
drink in Castello degli Schiavi

Alcantara River Tubing

From €150 per person

Float along the Alcantara River gorges, formed thousands of years ago by lava
flows from Mount Etna.
Includes: Transfer • River tubing equipment

Akrotiri was once buried under volcanic ash, yet artwork, homes, and shops
remain preserved to this day. Uncover tales of ancient life and artworks.

Monopoli

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to the archaeological museum of Thera • Entrance to
the Akrotiri archaeological site

Alberobello is renowned for its countryside dotted with Trulli shaped farmhouses
and very old olive trees.

Israel
Ashdod

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Farm visit and tasting

Discover the Trulli of Alberobello

Guided tour of Ostuni

The best of Jerusalem and Bethlehem

From €119 per person

Enjoy magnificent views over the Golden City from atop Mt. Scopus, and walk
through the Garden of Gethsemane.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Lunch

Masada Fortress and the Dead Sea

From €175 per person

From the lofty heights of Masada, to the lowest point on Earth at the Dead Sea,
this tour takes you to the heart of Israel.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Lunch • Entrance to Masada

Culinary workshop Machne Yehuda Market From €118 per person
Stroll the market, then attend a market-style cooking workshop as a local chef
takes you on a journey of flavours.

From €125 per person

From €115 per person

Enjoy a wonderful day strolling through this picturesque town, then discover its
countryside and admire its old, sculpture-like olive trees.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Olive oil farm visit with tastings

Naples

Guided tour of Pompeii

From €110 per person

Pompeii is considered the world’s finest example of an ancient Roman town.
Discover the community buried by the eruption of Vesuvius.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance fee

Amalfi Coast and Ravello

From €110 per person

Ravello is an unspoilt rural village, perched on top of a mountain above Amalfi
and Minori, famous for its breathtaking views and ancient monuments.

Includes: Culinary experience

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to Villa Rufolo

Italy
Amalfi

Uncover the secrets of making the perfect pizza, and enjoy a tasting.

Learn the secrets of the perfect pizza

From €110 per person

Includes: Transfer • Guide + pizza making class and tasting

Amalfi Coast by kayak

From €105 per person

Explore the spectacular Amalfi coast by kayak with an experienced guide.
Includes: Kayak guide • Kayak hire

Gems of the Amalfi Coast

From €99 per person

Following your boat transfer to Positano, enjoy a delightful walking tour with a
local guide who will introduce the many local highlights.

Otranto

Guided tour of Lecce

From €135 per person

A fascinating exploration of the interesting history and the Baroque architecture
of Lecce, considered “The Florence of Southern Italy”.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Visit and aperitif in private Palazzo • Entrance to church

Includes: Boat transfer to Positano + guide

Palermo

Catania

Discover the history and the delights of Monreale on this insightful guided tour.

The Godfather Tour

Tour of Monreale 
From €130 per person

Discover where they filmed parts of the famous films The Godfather I, II and III.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Granita in Bar Vitelli • Entrance to church • Private visit and
drink in Castello degli Schiavi

Highlights of Taormina

From €95 per person

Admire the facade of the famous Gothic Corvaja Palace, dating back to the XVth
century and visit the impressive Greek Theatre.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to the Greek amphitheatre

Taormina by night, dinner in a local restaurantFrom €195 per person
Discover this charming town with your guide before enjoying an authentic dinner
with spectacular views.
Includes: Transfer • Guide +3-course dinner with 1 drink
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Visit Santa Severina Village

Santa Severina, known as the “Stone Ship”is a small medieval village located on a
cliff, and is part of the association of the Most Beautiful Villages in Italy.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Castle and cathedral museum entrance

Experience the village life and spectacular scenery of Santorini. Visit Canava and
experience a Greek cooking demonstration.

Oia and winery visit

Italy continued
Crotone

From €85 per person

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to the Cathedral and cloister

Palermo behind the scenes

From €98 per person

Palermo is a jewel in the crown of Sicily, take in the very best of this city on this
guided tour.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Local market visit with tasting • Entrance to historical prison
basement • Entrance to Cappuccini catacombs

Porto Ecole

Siena and Montalcino

From €185 per person

Explore Siena and Montalcino on this guided tour, which includes a visit to a local
winery and lunch.
Includes: Transfers • Guide • Winery visit and lunch

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu

DiscoverMORE

Italy continued
Portoferraio

Napoleon’s Path and Tasting
at La Chiusa winery

Jordan
Aqaba

Wadi Rum desert tour*
From €120 per person

Learn of the isolated life of Napoleon Bonaparte on Elba, who spent a brief exile
here in 1814, and visit the summer residence of Napoleon “Villa San Martino”.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Wine tasting and snack

Guided hike to Mount Capanne

From €120 per person

Experience the mountainous landscape of Mount Capanne on this picturesque
guided hike through forests and fields.
Includes: Transfer • Hiking guide

Panoramic tour of Western Elba

From €128 per person

Elba, Italy’s third largest island is a delight to explore, and this tour takes you to
the heart of this stunning island.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Winery visit • Tasting

Portofino

From €163 per person

Explore the sand dunes of the UNESCO World Heritage-listed Wadi Rum desert,
before visiting a Bedouin family.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Lunch • Entrance fee

Malta
Valletta

Panoramic tour of Malta with wine tasting
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Wine tasting

Montenegro
Kotor

Visit the island of Our Lady of the Rocks

Culinary experience in Rapallo

From €199 per person

Join your host and explore behind the gastronomic scenes of Rapallo, a city that
prides itself in showcasing the best of Ligurian cuisine.

From €55 per person

Board a boat to Our Lady of the Rocks island, where you will visit the little chapel
with magnificent paintings by local Baroque artists.
Includes: Boat transfer • Guide • Entrance to church • Entrance to Maritime Museum
Please note: Only available on cruise direction Athens to Dubrovnik

Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Culinary experience

Kayaking tour of Tigullian Bay

From €80 per person

Explore the best of Malta and visit a local winery. You’ll learn about wine-making,
before tasting it for yourself.

From €140 per person

Explore the Tigullian Bay starting in Niasca and head for the port of Portofino to
discover the “Olivetta” small beach.
Includes: Guide • Kayaking tour and equipment

Guided hike to San Fruttuoso

From €55 per person

Turkey
Bodrum

Discover one of the ancient wonders of the world:
Tomb of Mausolus
From €64 per person

Includes: Boat ride to San Fruttuoso • Entrance to St. Fruttuoso Monastery • Guide

Discover the tomb of Mausolus, one of the ancient wonders of the world, built
between 353 and 350 BC. Later, visit Hekatomnos’s tomb.

Rome

Guided Scuba diving experience

Discover secluded coves, woodland and panoramic views on this guided hike.

City tour of Rome*

From €120 per person

Explore all the glory that the city of Rome has to offer on this guided tour with a
knowledgeable local guide.
Includes: Transfer • Guide

Sorrento

Guided tour of Pompeii

From €110 per person

Discover the preserved remains of Pompeii, considered the world’s finest
example of an ancient Roman town, at the foot of Mt. Vesuvius.
Includes: Transfer • Local guide • Entrance fee to Pompeii site

Walking tour of Capri

From €113 per person

When you see Capri’s impressive cliffs and brightly coloured villas, it’s easy to
understand why it’s nicknamed the Island of Dreams.
Includes: Ferry transfer • Funicular • Guide • Entrance to gardens

Trapani

Cooking class to uncover the secrets
of Sicilian cuisine

From €145 per person

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Welcome drink • Cooking class • Tasting

From €85 per person

Set on a cliff towering over the western part of Sicily, Erice is a wonderfully
preserved mediaeval town, from where you can enjoy breathtaking views.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to Erice Mother Church • Tasting at Maria
Grammatico’s pastry shop

Marsala, salt pans and winery visit 

From €93 per person

Enjoy a wonderful scuba diving experience with your guide, enjoy a picnic lunch.
Includes: Boat transfer • Diving guide • Equipment hire • Picnic lunch

Farmer's market visit followed by cooking class
to learn how to make local delicacies
From €105 per person
Explore the market before watching a cooking session whilst sipping a glass of
wine, or join in for a hands-on experience.
Includes: Transfer • Cooking class • Lunch with 1 glass of wine

Istanbul

Turkish baths experience

From €92 per person

Learn about the ancient ritual of the Ottoman Sultans whilst relaxing in the
traditional Turkish baths.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Hammam baths experience

Tour of Topkapi Palace and cisterns

From €83 per person

Visit the magnificent Topkapi Palace Museum, a fascinating insight into this
grandiose complex of buildings that formed the residence of the Sultans.

Visit a cooking school located in the Baglio Fontanasalsa and learn the secrets of
traditional cooking.

A visit to Erice

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to the tombs of Mausolus and Hekatomnos

From €115 per person

Take a delightful drive along the ‘Salt Road’ past windmills and salt mounds en
route to Marsala, and enjoy a delicious wine tasting.

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Entrance to Topkapi Palace • Entrance to cisterns

Whirling dervishes show

From €87 per person

The Sufi Ceremony is a performance by Sufi Dervishes, also known as Whirling
Dervishes. Embark on a spiritual journey and watch the mystical ritual of the
Mevlevi Order.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Show

Kuşadasi

Guided tour of Sirince village

From €54 per person

Be impressed by the whitewashed wooden houses in this wonderful village,
some of which have been turned into wine shops and cosy restaurants.
Includes: Transfer • Guide • Refreshments

Includes: Transfer • Guide • Winery visit with tasting

Venice

Guided city tour with gondola ride* 

From €118 per person

Explore some of the the most historic districts, Rialto, San Marco and Cannaregio
before enjoying a traditional gondola ride.
Includes: Boat transfer • Guide • Gondola ride

With limited places available, secure your place
on your chosen DiscoverMORE activities
before you travel.

Please note - All details and prices are correct at the time of printing. Prices are per person. DiscoverMORE excursions are subject to availability and may not take place if minimum
attendee numbers are not met. Emerald Cruises reserve the right to cancel or change DiscoverMORE excursions at any time. *For guests not staying at our preferred hotel, own
arrangements will need to be made to reach the meeting point of the DiscoverMORE.

For bookings contact your local travel agent or book online here: www.emeraldcruises.eu
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Cruise information
We’ve built the 5-star luxury yacht,
Emerald Azzurra to exceed required
safety standards and surpass
the environmental protocols
required of us. We’ve reduced
fuel consumption, lowered air
emissions and installed more safety
equipment than required for the
maximum guest and crew capacity.

Emerald Azzurra, Portofino, Italy
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Yacht technology and environmental protocol:
■
■

Built to comply with stability regulations and requirements.
Retractable fin stabilisers to enhance guest comfort, so yacht can operate
in any weather.

■

Electro-hydraulic steering gear with two high-lift fishtail rudders.

■

An electric bow thruster.

■

Energy efficient and ecologically friendly yacht design.

■

■

■

■
■

■

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) softwares optimise and reduce
hull resistance.
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) technology to improve
air quality.
Recycled energy from exhaust gases used to heat water for the
yachts needs.
All engines comply with the IMO tier III emission regulations.
Sewage treatment meets strongest requirements that allow us to sail in
special areas.
Certified by MARPOL in compliance to prevent the pollution of marine
environment by yachts.
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Emerald Azzurra cabin plans

Owner’s Suite

Owner’s Suite
CAT SA
■
■

Suite size: 108m2 - 110.8m² (includes outside terrace)
Location: Deck 6

Our oversized Owner’s Suites are the largest and most
opulent, located on the Pool Deck. Boasting a separate
bedroom and lounge area, you’ll also enjoy your large
private terrace, from which to admire the stunning views
of each port you visit.

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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Your Owner’s Suite
includes:
■

Your own private terrace

■

Separate bedroom and lounge area

■

Walk-in wardrobe

■

■
■

Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Pillow menu
Bathroom with bathtub and shower, indulgent
toiletries and hairdryer

■

Complimentary bathrobes and slippers

■

Welcome bottle of champagne

■

Fruit platter on arrival

■

Pre-dinner canapés

■

After-dinner sweets

■

Full mini-bar, restocked daily

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

Individual climate control

■

Coffee and tea-making facilities

■

Four laundered items daily

■

Personal safe

■

Umbrella

■

Telephone

EMERALD AZZURRA CABIN PLANS

Deluxe Balcony Suite

Deluxe Balcony Suite
CAT S
■
■

Suite size: 35.5m2 - 37.5m²
Location: Deck 6

Our Deluxe Balcony Suites are conveniently located on
the Pool Deck featuring a separate bedroom and lounge
along with their own private balcony. With just two per
yacht, you’ll benefit from having extra space for your
assured comfort.

Your Deluxe Balcony Suite
includes:
■

Your own private outdoor balcony

■

Separate bedroom and lounge area

■

■
■

Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Pillow menu
Bathroom with shower, indulgent toiletries
and hairdryer

■

Complimentary bathrobes and slippers

■

Fruit platter on arrival

■

Complimentary water, restocked daily

■

Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system

■

Complimentary Wi-Fi

■

Individual climate control

■

Coffee and tea-making facilities

■

Mini-bar

■

Personal safe

■

Umbrella

■

Telephone

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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EMERALD AZZURRA CABIN PLANS

Terrace Suite

Terrace Suite
CAT T

Your Terrace Suite
includes:
■
■

■
■

Suite size: 60.2m2 - 62.2m² (includes outside terrace)
Location: Deck 5

■
■

Our spacious Terrace Suites take pride of place at the
back of the Panorama Deck. As the name suggests,
you’ll enjoy a private oversized terrace, where you’ll be
able to relax and take in the views as you sail into the
world’s prettiest ports.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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Your own private terrace
Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Pillow menu
Bathroom with shower, indulgent toiletries
and hairdryer
Complimentary bathrobes and slippers
Welcome bottle of champagne
Fruit platter on arrival
Full mini-bar, restocked daily
Complimentary water, restocked daily
Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Individual climate control
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Two laundered items daily
Personal safe
Umbrella
Telephone

EMERALD AZZURRA CABIN PLANS

Yacht Suite

Yacht Suite
CAT Y

Your Yacht Suite
includes:
■
■

■
■

Suite size: 65m2 - 67m² (includes outside terrace)
Location: Deck 4

■

■

Positioned at the back of the Observation Deck, you’ll be
treated to sensational ocean and coastal views from your
own private terrace. You’ll also receive a number of luxury
inclusions to help you make the most of your time in your
Yacht Suite.

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Your own private terrace
Walk-in wardrobe
Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Pillow menu
Bathroom with shower, indulgent toiletries
and hairdryer
Complimentary bathrobes and slippers
Welcome bottle of champagne
Fruit platter on arrival
Full mini-bar, restocked daily
Complimentary water, restocked daily
Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Individual climate control
Coffee and tea-making facilities
Two laundered items daily
Personal safe
Umbrella
Telephone

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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EMERALD AZZURRA CABIN PLANS

Balcony Suite

Balcony Suite
CAT A

CAT B

Your Balcony Suite
includes:
■
■

■
■

Stateroom size: 26.5m2 - 28.5m²
Location: Decks 5 & 4

Divided between the Observation and Panorama decks,
our Balcony Suites are your stylish home-away-fromhome. With everything you need for a great night’s sleep,
we’ve carefully designed them to help you relax after a day
of exploration.

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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Your own private outdoor balcony
Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Bathroom with shower, indulgent toiletries
and hairdryer
Complimentary bathrobes and slippers
Complimentary water, restocked daily
Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Individual climate control
Mini-bar
Personal safe
Umbrella
Telephone

EMERALD AZZURRA CABIN PLANS

Oceanview Stateroom

Oceanview Stateroom
CAT D

Your Oceanview Stateroom
includes:
■
■

■
■

Stateroom size: 17m2 - 19m²
Location: Deck 3

Situated on the Emerald Deck, towards the front of the
yacht, our Oceanview Staterooms are bigger than the
average standard, offering excellent value for money.

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

An ocean-view window
Queen-size or twin hotel-style beds with the
finest Egyptian cotton linen
Bathroom with shower, indulgent toiletries
and hairdryer
Complimentary bathrobes and slippers
Complimentary water, restocked daily
Flat screen HDTV and infotainment system
Complimentary Wi-Fi
Individual climate control
Mini-bar
Personal safe
Umbrella
Telephone

Please note: The Emerald Azzurra is currently being built and due for completion in
December 2021, all images are artist impressions. On board facilities and sizes are
correct at the time of brochure production (March 2021) but are subject to change until
December 2021.
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Emerald Azzurra deck plans
DECK 7
DECK 6
DECK 5
DECK 4
DECK 3
DECK 2

SKY DECK
POOL DECK
PANORAMA DECK
OBSERVATION DECK
EMERALD DECK
WELLNESS DECK
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EMERALD AZZURRA DECK PLANS

Deck 3
Emerald Deck

Emerald Azzurra Pool

Emerald Azzurra
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405
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Deck 2
Wellness Deck
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22

421
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Built: 2021

■

Cabins: 50

■

Length: 360.9ft (110m)

■

Crew Members: 64

■

Guests: 100

1

Spa Pool

13

Shop

2

Sky Bar

14

Reflections Restaurant

3

Lifts

15

The Terrace

4

Pool Café

16

Medical Centre

5

Pool Lounge Area

17

Gym

6

Pool

18

Sauna

7

Navigation Bridge

19

Spa

8

Life Boats

20

Hairdressers

9

Observation Lounge

21

Tender Boats

10

Guest Laundry

22

Zodiac

11

Horizon Bar & Lounge

23

Garage

12

Reception

24

Marina Platform

Cabin Categories
Pool Deck

14

SA

417

20

■

S

Owner's Suite

108.8m2 - 110.8m2

Deluxe Balcony Suite

35.5m2 - 37.5m2

Panorama Deck

22

Terrace Suite

60.2m2 - 62.2m2

A

Balcony Suite

26.5m2 - 28.5m2

23
24

Size (m2)

Y

Yacht Suite

65m2 - 67m2

B

Balcony Suite

26.5m2 - 28.5m2

Emerald Deck

15

Size (m2)

T

Observation Deck
21

Size (m2)

D

Oceanview Stateroom

Size (m2)
17m2 - 19.5m2

Important Information: Deck plans are an indication only and are subject to
variation. Cabin sizes include terrace areas.
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Booking conditions
Scenic Cruises International GmbH: terms and conditions of travel applicable to ocean cruises
and river cruises (package holidays) (Germany).
Please read these terms and conditions of travel carefully before you book. These apply
to all bookings made from 1 March 2021 and govern, to the extent effectively agreed, the
contractual relationship between you and Scenic Cruises International GmbH (hereinafter
referred to as “SCENIC”) in addition to the statutory provisions.
For flights the conditions of carriage of the operating air carrier apply in addition; in the case of
scheduled flights with international airlines also the general conditions of carriage apply, which
are available from your travel agent or online.
Before you enter into a package travel contract, we are required by law to provide you with the
significant details of your package holiday and to notify you of your rights under EU Directive
2015/2302.
•	Information on your package holiday is set out in the general and specific descriptions of
travel services and in these terms and conditions of travel.
•	Your rights under EU Directive 2015/2302 are set out at the end of these terms and conditions
in the standard form required by law.
Please take note in particular of the following information:
•	If, for any reason, you cancel your holiday, cancellation charges will apply. In cases provided for
in these terms and conditions, we may also cancel your booking.
• You may make amendments to your booking but there will be a charge for this.
• We recommend that you take out travel insurance that is appropriate to your needs.
•	We are responsible for your package holiday in accordance with these terms and conditions
of travel and in the case of defective performance will pay compensation when appropriate.
1 GENERAL
The following terms and conditions of travel form, together with the general information
and tour specifications in our travel brochure, your contract with Scenic Cruises International
GmbH, phone: 0800 554 1415, email: info@scenic.eu, hereinafter referred to as “SCENIC”, with a
registered business address of Wallbrunnstrasse 24, 79539 Lörrach, Germany.
SCENIC operates river and ocean cruises and shore excursions (accompanied tours) in
accordance with the following terms and conditions under the brands Scenic Luxury Cruises &
Tours and Emerald Cruises.
All references in these terms and conditions of travel to “holiday”, “booking”, “cruise”, “travel/
tour” or “arrangements” refer to these travel services unless otherwise stated. In these terms and
conditions of travel, “traveller”, “passenger”, “you” and “your” means all persons named in the
booking (including all persons who are added or substituted at a later date) and “we” “us” and
“our” means SCENIC.
In these terms and conditions, headings are intended exclusively for ease of overview and not to
be binding as regards the substance or the interpretation of the clauses.
The terms and conditions of travel shall be effective if provided to the traveller before or on
entering into the contract. The terms and conditions are included with the travel brochure
provided to the traveller / given to the traveller in the travel agency and, in addition, provided
again together with confirmation of receipt of the booking enquiry.
2 TRAVEL CONTRACT, CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRACT
(1) By making a travel booking, the traveller makes a binding offer to SCENIC to enter into a
travel contract (booking request). The booking may be made in writing or orally. Electronic
bookings (by email or online) are made directly with SCENIC or through travel agents and/
or their electronic booking systems, contracted by SCENIC to sell its holidays. Where bookings
are made electronically, an electronic confirmation of receipt of the booking shall not constitute
acceptance of the offer to enter into a contract.
(2) The person who makes the booking is the lead traveller; he functions as the contact
person also on behalf of all the other travellers listed in the booking. The lead traveller shall be
responsible for all contractual obligations of the fellow travellers, on whose behalf he books, as
if they were his own, provided always that he has undertaken this obligation by an express and
separate commitment.
(3) The travel contract comes into effect only on receipt of a written booking advice from SCENIC
with effect for all the travellers named in the booking and on the basis of the specifications set
out in the travel confirmation/invoice and these terms and conditions of travel.
(4) If the content of the booking advice differs from that of the booking, this constitutes a new
offer to the traveller. SCENIC shall be bound to this for a period of 10 days from receipt of the
booking advice. The travel contract comes into effect on the basis of the new offer where the
traveller accepts the offer within this period by express declaration, payment of a deposit or the
outstanding amount or by starting the travel.
(5) SCENIC wishes to draw your attention to the fact that, according to the German statutory
provisions governing package contracts entered into at a distance (e.g. by letter, telephone, email,
telemedia or online services), no right of withdrawal exists; only the statutory or contractual
rights to terminate the contract apply.
3 SCOPE OF SERVICES
(1) SCENIC’s obligation to provide services comprises the transportation and accommodation
and any further services agreed for the registered travellers and results exclusively from the
content of the booking advice in conjunction with the travel brochure/catalogue valid for the
dates of travel and/or the description of travel including all information and explanations set out
therein. Ancillary agreements or other agreements that modify the scope of the contractual
services require SCENIC’s written confirmation.
(2) Booking offices (e.g. travel agents, tour operators) and service providers (e.g. hotels, transport
companies) are not authorised by SCENIC to agree arrangements, provide information or make
changes.
(3) If a booking office provides the traveller with hotel or local brochures or other information,
the information contained therein shall not affect the travel services agreed with SCENIC unless
expressly agreed with SCENIC and confirmed by SCENIC.
4 TOUR PRICE AND PAYMENT, INSOLVENCY PROTECTION CERTIFICATE
(1) The tour price is based on the cabin category as indicated the travel brochure or catalogue
valid for the date of the travel booking and/or the description of travel including all information
and explanations set out therein. Upgrades to other cabin types may be available at additional
cost. Please note that individual cabin number requests are a request only and cannot be
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guaranteed. You must check the price of your chosen holiday at the date of booking. Departure
taxes are not included in the tour price. These are payable by the passenger locally.
(2) The tour price is payable directly to SCENIC by credit card or bank transfer. Unless otherwise
expressly agreed with SCENIC, payments to travel agents do not discharge your liability to make
payment.
(3) To protect travellers’ payments SCENIC has arranged insolvency insurance with Swiss Re
International SE, Niederlassung Deutschland, Arabellastrasse 30, 81925 München. The certificate
of insolvency protection is included with your booking advice.
(4) After entering the contract and receipt of the certificate of insolvency protection a deposit is
payable which will be credited towards the tour price. The deposit is 20% of the tour price. The
deposit must be paid within seven (7) days by bank transfer or credit card to SCENIC’s bank
account as specified in the booking advice. The outstanding amount is due no later than 30 days
before the start of travel provided that the certificate of insolvency protection has been supplied.
Where bookings are made less than 30 days before the start of travel, the full tour price is due
immediately on receipt of the certificate of insolvency protection.
(5) The electronic travel documents will be sent after full payment has been received and full
passport details of all the travel participants registered by the lead traveller have been supplied.
5 FAILURE TO PAY
(1) If the traveller does not fulfil his payment obligations within the periods specified, SCENIC
may, after having issued an overdue notice to the traveller setting a new deadline for payment
and such period expiring without payment being made, terminate the travel contract and claim
compensation in the form of a cancellation fee as specified in clause 10 of these terms and
conditions of travel. This is without prejudice to the right of the traveller to prove that no costs
arose or that the costs were considerably lower. SCENIC reserves the right to pass on to the
traveller the additional expenses arising (e.g. bank charges, fees for failed direct debits, debt
collection fees) as a result of non-payment or a failure to make full payment and where a formal
overdue notice is issued to charge the traveller the cost of such notice.
(2) Unless the tour price is paid in full, the traveller shall not be entitled to the travel documents
and the provision of travel services by SCENIC. The travel documents that provide the traveller
with a legal entitlement towards service providers to provide the travel services are, as a matter
of principle, only supplied on full payment of the tour price.
6 VARIATIONS TO THE SERVICES
(1) We expressly reserve the right – before confirming your travel – to make changes for
objective reasons to the prices and information stated concerning the contractual travel services
and to the catalogue particulars and/or description of travel and, in particular, to correct errors.
SCENIC will naturally inform the traveller of all changes before entering the contract.
(2) Changes to travel services to the services contractually agreed that become necessary
after entering the contract are permitted. This applies in particular but is not limited to changes
resulting from the particular characteristics of shipping.
This is conditional on the changes being insignificant within the meaning of section 651f,
subsection 2, of the German Civil Code, SCENIC not acting in bad faith in their introduction, and
the changes being reasonable and not affecting the overall design or the overall character of
the booked travel. The same applies in particular also to changes to sailing times and port stays
and/or to routes (in particular for safety or weather reasons), which are a matter exclusively for
the captain responsible for the vessel to decide. This shall be without prejudice to any warranty
claims of the traveller.
SCENIC and/or its agents shall inform the traveller of such a change to the services in a clear,
comprehensible and prominent manner on a durable medium (e.g. by letter, fax or email)
without delay on becoming aware of the reason necessitating the change and before the start of
travel, as provided for in section 651f, subsection 2, of the German Civil Code. If objections to the
changes are raised, the booking advice shall prevail.
(3) If after entering the contract SCENIC can provide the travel only with a significant alteration
to one of the main characteristics of the travel services or cannot meet special requirements
requested by the passenger which have become contractually agreed, SCENIC is entitled before
the start of the travel to propose to the customer a corresponding contractual change or, at
its discretion, to offer the customer an alternative tour (substitute travel) (section 651g of the
German Civil Code). SCENIC may, before the start of the travel, require the traveller within a
reasonable period specified to accept the significant variations to the contract or to terminate
the contract without paying a cancellation fee. In the notification of the changes, SCENIC shall
expressly draw the traveller’s attention to this deadline.
The traveller may respond to the notification by either accepting the contractual change,
requesting to participate in substitute travel, where this was offered to him, or terminating the
contract without a fee. If the traveller does not respond or does not respond within the specified
period, the amendment notified is deemed accepted. This shall be without prejudice to any
warranty claims, however, if the amended services are not in conformity with the contract.
(4) The traveller must be bear and/or reimburse any additional expenses arising by reason of a
quarantine beyond the scope of SCENIC’s responsibility.
(5) Please note that the allocation of seats by airlines is limited by the number of seats available
in each category. Airlines accept changes to advance seat reservations until shortly before
departure. Further, seat reservations are possible, at the earliest, when flight times have been
published. In addition, in accordance with official safety rules, certain seats, in particular those in
the emergency exit rows with greater legroom (XL seats), cannot be reserved for all categories
of traveller.
7 CHANGES TO THE TRAVEL ROUTE
(1) Following the start of travel, SCENIC shall inform travellers without undue delay within a
reasonable period of any changes to the route of their ocean or river cruise (hereinafter both
ocean cruises and river cruises are referred to as a “cruise”).
(2) Circumstances that can result in a change to the travel route or cruise, in particular for safety
or weather reasons, are, for example, high or low water levels in a waterway or port, ports or locks
that are closed, storms, storm warnings and unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of
SCENIC. Changes to the travel route or cruise may, in addition, include:
(a) the use of substitute vessels for part or all of the cruise;
(b) cabin changes on a vessel;
(c) additional embarkations and disembarkations;
(d) changes to the destinations to be visited and to departure and arrival times;
(e) a reduction or increase in the period of stay in a particular location.
This shall be without prejudice to any warranty claims.
8 PRICE CHANGES
(1) SCENIC reserves the right to change the price stated and confirmed in the booking subject to
the following conditions.
(a) The period between the date the contract was entered and the agreed date of travel amounts
to more than 20 days; the circumstances resulting in the increase occurred after the contract was

entered and the price increase is limited to the passing on of increased costs and fees resulting
from the increased price of the carriage of passengers resulting from higher costs for fuel or
other power sources, an increase in the level of taxes and other fees for agreed travel services
such as tourist taxes, port or airport taxes or changes to the exchange rates applicable to the
relevant package travel.
(b) Where the increase applies on seat-by-seat basis, SCENIC may require the traveller concerned
to pay the additional amount. In other cases, the additional costs of carriage imposed by the
carrier per vehicle shall be divided by the number of seats in the agreed vehicle. SCENIC may
require the traveller to pay the resulting increase in the price of an individual seat.
(c) SCENIC shall notify the traveller clearly and comprehensibly on a durable medium of the price
increase and its justification and provide a calculation for the increase in price A price increase
shall be effective only if it fulfils these requirements and the traveller is notified no later than 20
days before the start of the travel.
(2) Where a price increase exceeds 8% SCENIC may require the traveller either to accept the offer
relating to the price increase or to terminate the travel contract in good time (within a period
specified by SCENIC) without paying a cancellation fee. An offer relating to a price increase
cannot be made where 20 days or fewer remain before the travel is due to start. Following the
expiry of the period specified by SCENIC, the offer relating to the price increase shall be deemed
accepted unless the traveller has terminated the contract. In the offer relating to a price increase,
SCENIC may also offer the traveller an alternative tour.
(3) SCENIC must grant the traveller a reduction in the tour price if and to the extent that, after
entering the contract and before the start of the travel, the abovementioned prices, taxes or
exchange rates have changed, resulting in decreased costs for SCENIC. If the traveller has paid
more than the amount due following such reduction, SCENIC must refund the overpayment.
SCENIC may, however, deduct administrative expensive actually incurred from the amount to
be refunded. At the traveller’s request, SCENIC must prove that the administrative expenses
were incurred.
9	CHANGING THE BOOKING, TRANSFER OF THE PACKAGE TO ANOTHER TRAVELLER
(1) If, after entering the contract and before the start of the travel, the traveller requests changes
to the contract (e.g. dates of travel, destination, accommodation, means of transport, departure
airports), SCENIC will endeavour to satisfy the traveller’s request. Travellers do not have a right to
amend or change their booking. If, at the traveller’s request, changes are made not affecting the
overall profile of the tour (maintaining, in particular, the duration of the tour and the tour price),
SCENIC shall charge a processing fee of EUR 50 per traveller. Change fees are due immediately.
(2) Before the start of the travel, the traveller may notify SCENIC in writing that another traveller
is replacing him in relation to the rights and obligations under the package travel contract.
SCENIC must receive the notification no later than seven days before the start of travel. SCENIC
may reject the transfer to another traveller if this person does not satisfy the contractual travel
requirements or his participation is precluded by legislative provisions or official order.
If the contract is transferred to another traveller, the original traveller and the new traveller (the
transferee) shall be jointly and severally liable to SCENIC for the payment of the tour price and
the additional costs arising from the transfer. SCENIC may claim the reimbursement of additional
costs if and to the extent these are reasonable and SCENIC has actually incurred such. SCENIC
will provide the traveller with proof of the additional costs arising from the transfer to another
traveller.
(3) On scheduled flights a change of passenger is only possible, provided availability exists, by
cancelling the existing booking and making a new booking. In this case, the provisions of clause
10 (Termination by the traveller) shall apply accordingly.
10 TERMINATION BY THE TRAVELLER
(1) The traveller may terminate the contract at any time before the start of the travel by
notifying his travel agent or SCENIC directly (TERMINATION or CANCELLATION). Travellers are
recommended to communicate the termination in writing. In determining the relevant date,
receipt of the notice of termination by SCENIC or the travel agent shall be decisive.
If the traveller terminates before the start of the travel or does not participate in the tour, SCENIC
shall be entitled to appropriate compensation unless the termination is attributable to SCENIC or
unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances occur at the place of destination or its immediate
vicinity, significantly affecting the performance of the travel services or which significantly affect
the carriage of passengers to the destination. Circumstances shall be regarded as unavoidable
and extraordinary within the meaning of this clause, where they are outside the control of
the party who invokes them and their consequences could not have been avoided even if all
reasonable measures had been taken.
The amount of the compensation is determined in accordance with the cruise fare less the value
of SCENIC’s cost savings and the income SCENIC generates from alternative deployment of the
travel services. The compensation will be standardised and differentiated in accordance with the
period between the date at which the traveller’s notice of termination is received and the start
of the travel and the nature of the travel booked. In application of these principles, SCENIC may
claim compensation for each traveller registered in accordance with the following scale:
- 150 days or more before the start of the travel
3 % of the tour price
- 149 to 50 days before the start of the travel
20 % of the tour price
- 49 to 30 days before the start of the travel
30 % of the tour price
- 29 to 22 days before the start of the travel
40 % of the tour price
- 21 to 15 days before the start of the travel
60 % of the tour price
- 14 days or less before the start of travel
80 % of the tour price
-	no-show, cancellation on the day on which
travel begins and cancellation after the tour
95 % of the tour price
(2) Compensation / cancellation fees are due immediately.
(3) In the case of a partial cancellation, where one full fare paying traveller originally booked
in a cabin on the basis of two persons sharing cancels and as a consequence the remaining
traveller uses the cabin booked as a single cabin, SCENIC shall be entitled to the cancellation fees
specified the above table and, in any event, standardised compensation amounting to no less
than 80 % of the pro-rata tour price.
The same shall apply in the case of a partial cancellation where one full fare paying passenger
booked in a cabin on the basis of several persons sharing cancels and as a consequence the cabin
originally booked on the basis of full occupancy is used by a reduced number of passengers. In this
case, SCENIC reserves the right to change the cabin booked.
(4) If service providers, in particular transport companies, charge SCENIC higher fees, cancellation
fees up to the price of the travel and/or the flight may apply. Where external service providers
involved in the provision of the tour have cancellation terms and charges which differ from these set
out here, their cancellation terms shall apply where this is expressly stated in the booking advice.
(5) SCENIC reserves the right to claim in place of the standardised compensation set out above a
higher level of compensation calculated on an individual basis on condition that SCENIC proves
that it has occurred costs that are significantly greater than those covered by the standardised

level of compensation. In this case, SCENIC must provide proof of the compensation asserted,
setting out a detailed calculation which takes account of the costs saved.
(6) The traveller is entitled to prove to SCENIC that no loss has occurred or that the loss arising
is considerably lower than the costs accounted for in the standardised compensation amount
applicable in that case.
(7) The traveller is hereby expressly advised that travel insurance including cancellation cover is
recommended. However, travel insurance including cancellation cover is not included in the tour
price.
11 TERMINATION BY SCENIC
(1) SCENIC reserves the right in the following cases to terminate the travel contract in full or in
part before the start of travel (Rücktritt) or after the start of travel (Kündigung):
(a) Where the number of persons enrolled is smaller than the minimum number specified,
provided that SCENIC has stated the minimum number of persons in the tour description
concerned and fixed a date prior to the contractually agreed start of the travel by which the
notification must have been received by the traveller and in the booking advice specifies the
minimum number of persons and the latest date by which it may terminate or refers to the
relevant details in the advertisement for the travel. SCENIC must notify the traveller of the trip
cancellation without undue delay where it is clear that the trip cannot be operated because the
number of persons enrolled is lower than the minimum number specified. The termination of
the contract must be notified to the traveller, in the case of trips lasting more than six days, no
later than 20 days before the start of the travel and, in the case of trips lasting between two and
six days, no later than seven days before the start of the travel. If it is clear at an earlier date that
the minimum number of persons specified for a trip cannot be achieved, SCENIC will exercise its
right to terminate without undue delay.
(b) Where performance of the travel contract is prevented because of unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances as specified in Section 561h, subsection 4, of the German Civil
Code, SCENIC shall terminate the contract immediately on becoming aware of the grounds for
termination.
If carriage of the passenger to the place of departure or to another place agreed by the parties
(return travel) is covered by the contract and impossible to ensure because of unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances, SCENIC shall, in accordance with Section 651k, subsection 4, of the
German Civil Code and subject to the exceptions provided for in Section 651k, subsection 5, of
the German Civil Code, bear the cost of necessary accommodation for the traveller for a period
not exceeding three nights.
In the cases covered by paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b), SCENIC shall offer the traveller a FUTURE
TRAVEL CREDIT (FTC) voucher.
(2) In the event of non-payment of the tour price when due, in circumstances where issue of
an overdue notice specifying a further deadline for payment has not resulted in payment, as
specified in clause 5 (Failure to pay).
(3) Further, before or after the start of the travel, SCENIC may terminate the contract in full or in
part without being required to observe a notice period where
(a) the mental or physical condition of a traveller does not allow him to (continue his) travel, as
this condition makes the traveller unfit to travel or constitutes a danger for the traveller himself
or another person on board. In such a case, carriage may be denied or the traveller’s holiday may
be terminated at any time. SCENIC shall not be responsible for any additional costs arising. The
same applies where as a result of a mental or physical disability a passenger requires special care
going beyond the contractually agreed services of SCENIC and the passenger does not have an
accompanying person who is able to provide this care;
(b) the traveller brings on board weapons, munitions, explosive or flammable substances or
similar; further, when he consumes illegal drugs or brings these on board and/or commits
criminal offences. Termination shall also be justified where an attempt is made to commit the
above;
(c) the traveller booked providing false details of his identity, address and ID document;
(d) the traveller, despite a formal warning from SCENIC, disrupts the operation of the tour so
persistently or behaves contrary to the terms of the contract to such an extent as to justify the
immediate termination of the contract.
In these cases, the traveller may be excluded from the trip. SCENIC shall retain the right to
the tour price; in this connection account will be taken of the value of the costs saved and the
advantages that accrue to SCENIC from alternative deployment of services not used. The
traveller shall bear any additional costs for the return journey.
(4) On board ship, the ship’s rules apply, which the traveller must observe and comply with
without restriction. The captain is responsible for the ship, the passengers and the crew. In
exercising his nautical command and for the purposes of ensuring safety and observance of
the ship’s rules, the captain has sole decision-making power and consequently may order a
passenger to leave the ship without compensation. The same applies if any of the situations
specified in clause 11(3) arise during the tour.
12 MEDICAL CARE, SHIP’S DOCTOR
(1) The presence of a ship’s doctor must only be ensured where this is expressly provided for in
the description of travel. The services of the ship’s doctor are not contractual services provided
by SCENIC. The ship’s doctor carries out his activities independently and at his own responsibility
and is not subject to directions of any kind from SCENIC or the ship’s crew. The travel price does
not include any services provided by the ship’s doctor; the traveller is exclusively responsible
for settling those fees. SCENIC is not under any obligation to provide information concerning
treatment under a health voucher (Krankenschein) or at the expense of a statutory health insurer
and/or reimbursement for treatment by statutory or private health insurers. The ship’s doctor is
not a vicarious agent of SCENIC. SCENIC shall not be liable for the accessibility and availability
of the ship’s doctor, for the observance of specific consultation and treatment times, for any
omission to provide treatment or assistance or for errors in treatment.
(2) Treatment on the ship is comparable to consulting a doctor in another country (e.g.
Switzerland, the Bahamas, Myanmar or Vietnam). Payment must be made using the boarding
card. It is not possible to settle medical fees with a health insurance card. SCENIC shall not be
liable for the eligibility of the treatment costs for partial or full reimbursement by the traveller’s
health insurer.
(3) Comprehensive medical treatment on board is possible only to a limited extent. Dialysis
and dental treatment cannot be carried out on board. The ship’s pharmacy holds products for
common illnesses and initial emergency treatment. In a medical emergency the patient will to
have leave the ship and will be transported to a nearby onshore hospital. The traveller/patient
shall bear all the costs arising in this connection. Travellers who are being treated for a medical
condition are recommended to carry details of their condition and treatment with them.
(4) SCENIC recommends travellers to inquire from their health insurer before the start of travel
as to the scope of their coverage when travelling abroad or to take out foreign travel health
insurance which also provides cover for the risks associated with a cruise holiday, including the
costs of medical care as well as the costs and expenses that the traveller may incur by reason of
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evacuation on medical grounds that could possibly be required in remote areas.
(5) SCENIC does not accept any liability for the provision of medical care or for the
appropriateness of any nursing or care services provided.
13 TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FOR EXPECTANT MOTHERS AND INFANTS AS WELL AS
FOR PERSONS WITH REDUCED MOBILITY, TRAVELLERS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS AND
EXCLUSIONS FROM TRAVEL, YOUNG TRAVELLERS
(1) If the traveller or a member of his party
- has a medical condition or is in comparable circumstances,
- is pregnant,
- has a physical impairment, or
-	has special requirements on account of a medical condition or comparable circumstances,
that might affect his travel (including any which affect the booking process), the traveller
must notify SCENIC in writing thereof, specifying all the medical or mobility equipment
required by that person, before the traveller places the booking so that we can assist you in
considering the suitability of the arrangements and/or in making the booking. Some activities
on board the ship and onshore at all ports may be unsuitable for persons with reduced
mobility.
(2) Further the traveller is under an obligation to notify us following booking of every change
or deterioration in the physical impairment and/or medical situation or circumstances or of the
onset of a physical impairment, a pregnancy or a medical situation or circumstances which could
affect his travel.
(3) We reserve the right to decline a booking for any person or, if full details are not given at the
time of booking or the conditions or circumstances concerned / physical impairment develop
after booking, prior to the start of the travel, to terminate the contract (Rücktritt) or, after the start
of the travel, to terminate the contract (Kündigung) in full or in part as soon as we become aware
of these details if we reasonably feel unable to accommodate your special requirements. In these
cases SCENIC retains the right to compensation provided for in clause 10.
(4) In the event that the traveller requires assistance with embarking or disembarking as a result
of reduced mobility or a physical impairment, the traveller is requested to advise SCENIC of this
at the time of booking and in any event no later than 48 hours before the assistance is required.
Please also note that assistance is not always available when embarking or disembarking at all
ports of call. It is important to note in relation to some of our vessels that
(a) for safety reasons, wheelchair passengers cannot be carried on boarding ramps (which may
be steep due to water levels) whilst the ship is tied up or at anchor;
(b) collapsible walkers may be taken onto tender vessels for transfer to shore for the included
touring. However walkers are unable to be taken on the dinghies at any time due to space
restrictions. Walking aids must be kept in passenger cabins – there is no additional storage space
on board;
(c) passengers must be able to walk up/down stairs in the event of an emergency to reach the
emergency evacuation points;
(d) motorised scooters cannot be used on board;
(e) wheelchairs and walkers can be carried in the luggage compartment of coaches, subject to
space restrictions;
(f) when embarking and disembarking tender boats: dinghies are accessed via a floating
platform and require the ability to step into and out of the vessels unaided;
(g) cabins and bathrooms may have thresholds or doors which limit access.
(5) For safety reasons and as a consequence of the limited medical care available on board
the vessel, expectant mothers, who at the date of the start of travel are in the 24th week of
pregnancy or later and infants under the age of 12 months are excluded from travel. Pregnant
women who at the date of embarkation have been pregnant for less than 24 weeks must
produce a certificate of fitness to travel issued by a doctor.
(6) For safety reasons, SCENIC reserves the right to allow persons who are deaf or blind or who
despite using corrective lenses have no more than 5% of normal eyesight on the better eye
and travellers who require a wheelchair on a permanent basis to travel only together with an
accompanying adult without a physical or mental impairment who shares their cabin. Travel
without such an accompanying person will be authorised on a case-by-case basis.
(7) For safety reasons, and as a consequence of the increased risk of injury, travellers who require
a wheelchair on a permanent basis may, at the captain’s discretion (depending amongst other
things on the weather and port situation), not be permitted to go onshore in tender ports.
(8) If you have any special requests (including special diets or in relation to particular foods),
you must notify us in writing of these at the time of your booking. Please note that we cannot
guarantee to satisfy special requests. Failure to satisfy special requests does not constitute a
breach of contract by us. Confirmation that a special request has been noted or passed on to the
corresponding service provider or the inclusion of the special request in your booking advice,
invoice or other documents shall not constitute confirmation that the request concerned will be
met. If it is important for you, for your own protection you should obtain confirmation in writing
that a special request will be complied with (where it is possible to give this). We cannot accept
any conditional bookings i.e. any booking which is specified to be conditional on the fulfilment of
a particular request. All such bookings will be treated as standard bookings subject to the above
provisions on special requests.
(9) For safety reasons, travellers under the age of 12 are not permitted except with the separate
agreement and approval of SCENIC. Passengers aged 12 to 17 must be accompanied by an adult
and for safety reasons must share accommodation with an adult.
14	TRAVEL SERVICES NOT IN CONFORMITY WITH THE CONTRACT, OBLIGATIONS OF THE
TRAVELLER
SCENIC must provide the tour booked in conformity with the contractual specifications (frei von
Reisemängeln). If the tour is not in conformity with the contract (mangelhaft), the traveller has
the rights specified in section 651i of the German Civil Code. In such a case, SCENIC will always do
what it can to find an acceptable solution.
(1) Notification of services not in conformity with the contract (Mangelanzeige)
Pursuant to section 651o of the German Civil Code, the traveller is required to notify a lack of
conformity in the performance of the travel services without delay to SCENIC Wallbrunnstrasse
24, 79539 Lörrach, Germany, phone: 0800 554 1415, email: info@scenic.eu or to a representative
of SCENIC (tour representative or travel agent). However, tour representatives, travel agencies
and persons employed by suppliers are not entitled and not authorised by SCENIC to confirm
that a service is not in conformity with the contract or to recognise any claims against SCENIC.
If as a result of a culpable omission to notify the lack of conformity, SCENIC was unable to
remedy such, the traveller is not entitled to a price reduction or to claim damages.
(2) Remedy
Pursuant to section 651k, subsection 1, of the German Civil Code, the traveller may require
SCENIC to remedy a lack of conformity if during the tour such lack of conformity (Mangel) within
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the meaning of section 651i, subsection 2, of the German Civil Code arises. SCENIC may however
refuse a remedy where this is impossible or entails disproportionate costs, taking into account
the extent of the lack of conformity and the value of the travel services affected.
(3) Price reduction, damages
If SCENIC cannot remedy the lack of conformity, the traveller is entitled to claim a price reduction
in accordance with section 651m of the German Civil Code or damages in accordance with
section 651n of the German Civil Code.
(4) Termination
If the tour is substantially impaired by the lack of conformity, the traveller may terminate the
contract in accordance with section 651l of the German Civil Code provided that the traveller has
previously set a reasonable period for SCENIC to remedy the lack of conformity and within this
period SCENIC has not done so. It shall not be necessary to set a deadline if SCENIC refuses to
remedy the lack of conformity or if immediate remedy is required.
If the contract is terminated, SCENIC reserves the right to claim the agreed tour price in relation
to the travel services provided and those which are still to be provided and to end the package
travel; this shall be without prejudice to the traveller’s rights to claim a price reduction and
damages. The organiser shall reimburse the traveller for travel services not provided.
15 LIABILITY AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(1) The contractual liability of SCENIC for loss and damage other than personal injury (also the
liability for the infringement of pre-contractual, ancillary and post-contractual duties) shall be
limited to three times the tour price provided that the loss and damage sustained by the traveller
does not result from culpable conduct by SCENIC.
This limitation of liability shall be without prejudice to additional claims brought on the basis of
international conventions.
(2) If a travel service is governed by international conventions or statutory provisions based on
such conventions according to which a claim for damages against the service provider arises
or may be asserted only under certain conditions or limitations or under certain conditions is
excluded, SCENIC may also rely on these provisions against the traveller (section 651p of the
German Civil Code).
(3) If SCENIC’s position corresponds to that of a contractual air carrier, SCENIC’s liability depends
on which provisions of the German Aviation Act (Luftverkehrsgesetz), EU law, the Warsaw
Convention as amended by the Hague Protocol or the Montreal Convention apply.
(4) Carriage by sea is subject to the liability provisions of the Athens Convention of 1974 as
amended by the 2002 Protocol as well as the International Maritime Organisation Reservation
and Guidelines for the Implementation of the Athens Convention which was implemented in the
European Union by Regulation (EC) No 392/2009.
The rules of this paragraph shall apply unless the rules specified in clause 6(1) result in a lower
claim being asserted against SCENIC.
In connection with the liability provisions governing carriage by sea, SCENIC draws your attention
to the following points:
(a) Irrespective of the existence of a damages claim, in the event of death or personal injury
caused by a shipping incident, SCENIC shall, within 15 days of the identification of the person
entitled to damages, make an advance payment in respect of each person and incident and
in the case of death no less than EUR 21 000. The advance payment shall not constitute
the recognition of any claim whatsoever. The advance payment may be offset against any
subsequent damages payable. It must be refunded to SCENIC if the person who received it is not
the person entitled to damages (see Article 6(2) of Regulation (EC) No 392/2009).
(b) SCENIC’s liability for the loss of and damage to luggage, mobility aids and other special
equipment used by travellers and/or members of their party with reduced mobility shall be
excluded if in the case of visible damage the traveller and/or members of their party do not
report the damage at the latest on disembarkation and in the case of damage that is not
immediately visible no later than 15 days after disembarkation. Written notification of the
damage is not required if within the period prescribed the parties have jointly agreed the
damage.
(c) SCENIC shall not be liable for the loss of or damage to valuables (e.g. money, important
documents, negotiable instruments, precious metals, gems, jewellery, artworks, photography and
film equipment, portable video systems and mobile devices, such as laptops or tablets, together
with the corresponding accessories, etc.) unless they were deposited for safekeeping during
carriage.
(5) Further SCENIC shall not be liable for defective performance, personal injury and/or
property damage resulting from services provided by third parties which are not part of the
contractual travel services. Such services are bought-in services, where we act merely as agent,
or are operated by independent third parties, such as, for example, the provision of goods and
services (e.g. excursions, sporting events, exhibitions, visits) during the cruise and as such can be
identified by passengers as evidently not part of SCENIC’s travel services.
This shall not apply where these third parties must be qualified as SCENIC’s vicarious agents or
SCENIC creates the impression that it is the operator of the services provided by the third parties.
SCENIC shall be liable however if and to the extent that the damage sustained by the passenger
is caused by the breach of notification, information or organisation duties incumbent on us.
(6) See also “Communication for international travel passengers on limitation of liability” and
“Information on limitations of liability for luggage”. In addition, in relation to all flights offered the
general and special terms and conditions of carriage of the carrying airline apply.
(7) SCENIC recommends that in their own interest travellers should take out travel accident
insurance and luggage insurance.
16 LIMITATION PERIOD
The rights of a passenger provided for in section 651i of the German Civil Code, entitling him to
bring claims in relation to travel services not in conformity with the contract, become time barred
after two years; such period to begin on the date on which the booked travel was contractually
due to end.
17 SHIP RULES, EXCURSIONS, LUGGAGE, ADDITIONAL RULES
(1) Instructions by the captain
For the comfort and safety of travellers, the instructions of the captain, the discovery team (on
discovery tours) and the cruise director must be complied with at all times.
In the event that a traveller refuses to comply with the instructions of the captain, the discovery
team, the cruise director, another member staff or a service provider, SCENIC may terminate the
contract and exclude the traveller from the cruise with immediate effect where the behaviour
of the traveller adversely affects his own health or safety or is a threat to the health, safety or
enjoyment of the travel of other passengers.
(2) Currency and credit cards
Most of the countries visited use the euro although some countries still use another currency.
For small purchases onshore or in small towns, it is helpful to carry some local currency. Credit
cards are accepted in many places. Before the start of travel, you should check that your card

and PIN will work in the countries you will be visiting. All purchases on board are charged to your
shipboard account. The on board currencies on cruise ships are US dollar and euro, depending
on the destination.
(3) Deck plan
The deck plans and cabin layouts/sizes are intended only as a guide and are subject to change.
(4) Noise, vibration and odour
Although we take appropriate measures to minimise the noise, vibrations and odours on our
ships, you acknowledge and accept that some noise, vibration and intermittent odours may
be experienced on vessels and that we cannot be held liable to you in relation to such noise,
vibration or odours.
(5) Dock position
During port stops, ships may dock side-by-side, obstructing views.
(6) Cruise director
An experienced English-speaking cruise director accompanies every cruise. They are there to
ensure your comfort, answer your questions and make your holiday relaxed and memorable.
Cruise directors are employees of SCENIC.
(7) Electricity and WiFi
Free WiFi is available on board. However, our ships sail in national and international waters.
This means that connection speeds using WiFi can sometimes be slow depending on the
current position of the ship. In some cases, no signal may be available. We do not guarantee the
availability and quality of internet connections. Further, we do not accept any liability for any
problems arising.
(8) Onboard power supply
The power supply onboard is 220 volts. You will need a universal travel adaptor to use your
electrical appliances.
(9) Sightseeing, excursions and special activities
(a) Sightseeing: sightseeing in many historic towns and cities can only be undertaken by walking
as coach access is not possible. Consequently, a reasonable level of fitness is required as the
sightseeing tour may involve steps and extensive walking over uneven surfaces;
(b) Mountain excursions: some shore excursions include mountain excursions involving high
altitudes.
(c) Discovery experiences: a reasonable level of mobility is required to participate in most tours.
discovery experiences including but not limited to dinghy tours are subject to regulatory approval
and the prevailing weather conditions. The tours can be booked with your cruise director during
the cruise and are subject to availability, seasonal and operational factors. Some activities require
a minimum or maximum number of participants to operate.
(d) For Arctic and Antarctic expeditions as well as mountain excursions and discovery
experiences (e.g. by dinghy, kayak, helicopter, e-bike, submersible or using scuba diving
equipment) participants need to have an adequate level of physical fitness and health. Travellers
are recommended to consult a doctor before booking to ensure that they have an adequate level
of physical fitness and are in good health for the trip concerned.
(e) The equipment for sporting and aquatic activities shown in the brochure may not be offered
in all ports and/or is subject to availability.
(f) The operation of all excursions/tours depends on us having a minimum number of bookings.
If the minimum booking number is not reached, we may cancel or amend a planned excursion/
tour.
(10) Drones
(a) General prohibition: unless provided by us or an operator as part of an organised activity
during your tour, the use of drones is strictly prohibited at all times.
(b) You should also be aware that, in addition to the prohibition set out in paragraph (a), the
use of drones is regulated or prohibited by law in many locations and that use which is illegal or
contrary to the law may result in your arrest or prosecution by the relevant authorities.
(c) If we or an operator allow you to operate a drone as part of an organised activity during your
tour, you must strictly comply with all instructions of the activity leader.
(11) Images, diagrams and maps
(a) Unless otherwise stated, we make no representations about the facilities, quality or
dimensions of any accommodation or cruise vessel. All images are for illustrative purposes only
and may differ from the actual product or experience available; certain images may also have
been digitally enhanced for reproduction purposes.
(b) Maps or diagrams of cruise ship routes included in cruise or other brochures are intended only
as a guide and should not be regarded as showing the actual route to be taken during the cruise.
The actual travel route is set out in the travel documents.
(12) Luggage
Travellers are entitled to one suitcase per person. The measurements of the suitcase may not
exceed 76.2 x 53.3 x 27.9 cm and it must weigh no more than 23kg.
(13) Smoking on board
Smoking is limited to the designated smoking areas and is not permitted in the cabins and on
balconies and terraces.
(14) (Travel) insurance
Please read your (travel) insurance policies carefully and take them with you on your tour.
It is your responsibility to ensure that the insurance protection you take out is suitable and
appropriate for your own particular requirements.
18 SERVICE PROVIDERS
Many of the services included in your travel are provided by service providers. These service
providers provide the services in accordance with their own terms and conditions of business.
Some of these terms and conditions of business may limit or exclude the liability of the service
provider towards you, usually in accordance with applicable international conventions. Copies of
the relevant parts of these terms and conditions of business and the international conventions
are available on request from ourselves or the service provider concerned.
19 INFORMATION, PASSPORT, VISA AND HEALTH PROVISIONS
(1) The traveller must comply with all laws, ordinances, orders and travel requirements
(provisions) of the countries and ports to be visited on the trip as well as all rules and instructions
issued by SCENIC and its representatives.
(2) SCENIC or the travel agent shall inform German nationals, who are not subject to special
circumstances (e.g. dual nationality, stateless person, previous passport entries, evidence of
refugee status), of the general requirements set out in the passport, visa and health provisions
before entering the contract as well as of possible amendments to those requirements before
the start of travel. It shall be presumed in that connection that no special circumstances apply in
relation to the traveller (e.g. dual nationality, stateless person, previous passport entries).

Other EU nationals and nationals of other States should contact SCENIC or the consulate
responsible for them.
(3) SCENIC shall inform the traveller of the general passport and visa requirements and the health
formalities of the destination country, including the approximate time to obtain any necessary
visa, before entering the contract as well as of amendments that are possible before the start of
travel.
(4) The traveller himself shall be responsible for obtaining and carrying the necessary travel
documents (e.g. visas, vaccination certificates), any necessary vaccinations and complying with
customs and foreign exchange provisions unless SCENIC has expressly undertaken to obtain
visas, certificates, etc. The traveller shall bear all disadvantages, in particular the payment of
cancellation fees as well as fines, penalties and expenses, that arise from non-compliance with
these provisions, except where they result from the culpable provision of incorrect information or
a culpable omission to provide information on the part of SCENIC. The traveller must reimburse
SCENIC immediately for any amounts that it must pay or deposit in this connection.
(5) In the event of an infringement of or non-compliance with passport, visa, health or other
entry requirements, in particular also by a failure to provide manifest data on time, SCENIC
shall be entitled to deny carriage to the traveller and to claim the corresponding standardised
compensation specified in clause 10 of these terms and conditions. In this case, the traveller shall
have the right to prove to SCENIC that no loss has occurred or that the loss sustained does not
correspond to the amount claimed.
(6) SCENIC recommends that minors travelling without their parents should carry with them
a written declaration of consent from their parents. In many countries restrictions apply or
embarkation may be denied if no such document can be produced. The declaration of consent
should be written and certified in English, as a minimum, and, as a precaution, also in the
language of the countries to be visited. The traveller himself shall be responsible for contacting
the relevant embassies for information.
20 IDENTITY OF THE OPERATING AIRLINE
SCENIC or its agents will inform the traveller of the identity of the operating airline(s) for all flights
to be provided as part of the tour if SCENIC arranges the flights for travellers.
The EU Regulation on informing passengers of the identity of the operating air carrier
(Regulation (EC) No 2111/2005 on the establishment of a Community list of air carriers subject
to an operating ban within the Community and on informing air transport passengers of the
identity of the operating air carrier) requires SCENIC to inform the passenger at the time
of reservation of the identity of the relevant operating airline in relation to each flight to be
provided during the booked tour. If at the time of reservation the operating carrier has not yet
been determined, SCENIC is required to inform the passenger of the airline(s) that are likely to
operate the flight. As soon as SCENIC knows which airline will operate the flight, it must inform
the passenger thereof. If the airline which was notified to the passenger as the operating airline
changes, SCENIC must inform the passenger of this change. SCENIC must immediately take all
appropriate steps to ensure that the passenger is informed of the change as soon as possible.
The list of airlines subject to an operating ban in the EU (“the Community list”, previously known
as a “blacklist”) is available via the following link: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/
safety/air-ban_en
21 DATA PROTECTION
SCENIC handles the data of its travellers responsibly.
The personal data that you provide to SCENIC are processed electronically, stored and used
exclusively in accordance with the statutory data protection rules and the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to the extent that this is necessary for the performance of
the contract, the operation of the tour, customer service or compliance with statutory provisions.
Employees and representatives of SCENIC are required to observe data protection rules.
The data protection law applicable grants travellers the following rights against SCENIC in
connection with the processing of their personal data:
Right of access by the data subject (Article 15 of the GDPR), right to rectification (Article 16 of the
GDPR), right to erasure (Article 17 of the GDPR), right to restriction of processing (Article 18 of
the GDPR), notification obligation regarding rectification or erasure of personal data or restriction
of processing (Article 19 of the GDPR), right to data portability (Article 20 of the GDPR), right
to withdraw the consent given (Article 7(3) of the GDPR) and right to lodge a complaint with a
supervisory authority (Article 77 of the GDPR).
Where travellers have questions concerning data protection, they may contact our data
protection officer by email: cruises@scenic.eu, Data Protection Officer, Mark Feuz, Scenic Cruises
International GmbH, Wallbrunnstrasse 24, 79539 Lörrach, Germany.
Comprehensive information on the nature, scope and purposes of the collection, processing and
use of your personal data and on your rights is available at www.scenic.eu.
22 DISPUTE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
The European Commission provides a platform for out-of-court online dispute resolution (ODR
platform) which can be accessed under www.ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr However, SCENIC
is not obliged to participate in this procedure and does not participate in dispute resolution
procedures provided by a consumer arbitration service.
23 FINAL PROVISIONS, APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION
(1) The laws of the Federal Republic of Germany with the exception of UN sales law (United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods of 11 April 1980) shall govern
these terms and conditions of travel. For travellers who are regarded as consumers this choice
of law also applies provided that this does not deprive the traveller of the protection afforded by
mandatory provisions of the law of the country in which he has his habitual residence.
(2) Disputes arising in relation to registered traders, persons who do not have a general place of
jurisdiction in the Federal Republic of Germany, persons for whom, after the contract has been
entered, their domicile or place of habitual residence is unknown at the date the action is lodged
and actions where SCENIC is the defendant are subject to the jurisdiction of the courts in Lörrach.
Both stipulations shall apply unless mandatory provisions of international conventions provide
otherwise.
(3) For the remainder, unless otherwise agreed in these terms and conditions of travel, the
statutory rules shall apply.
(4) The invalidity and/or ineffectiveness of individual provisions of the travel contract and/or
these terms and conditions of travel shall not result in the invalidity and/or ineffectiveness of the
travel contract or the terms and conditions of travel as a whole.
Date of publication: 1 March 2021
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For more information or to book contact
your local travel agent or visit us at

www.cruiselounge.ch

Cruise Lounge
Seefeldstr. 128 - 8008 Zürich
044 260 22 88 - info@cruiselounge.ch
www.cruiselounge.ch

